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PREFACE 

The purpose of the present study is to.show by discussion 

e.nd excerpts the use which novelists who have laid the scenes ot 

their stories in Kansas have made ot nature in the state. The 

detailed account which follows will make clear the place these 

authors assign nature in their works, and the influence they con-

ceive nature to have had on character and plot. 

For aid and advice during the writing of this thesis 

I am indebted to Professor ~.H. Nelson end other members of the 

Department of English of the University ot Kansas, in particular 

to the late Professor S.L. Whitcomb, under whom the study was be-

gun. I am also gratef'ul to the librarian of the University of' 

Kansas tor many favors, and to the librarians ot the State Historical 

Society at Topeka, through whose aid much materia3:Jotherwise un-

available, was obtained. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORr 

In this chapter• the discussion of Kan~as nature in the novels 

of the Kansas authors will be general, leaving tor succeeding chapters 

the work of illustration in detail. 

l 

In reading the novels classed as Kansan, it will be discovered 

that most ot the authors have a lively interest in nature, end include 

one phase or another of 1 t 1n nearly all their works. A list of Km sas 

novelists who make frequent mention of Kansas nature in their works 

would include the following: Kate Aplington, Margaret Lynn, Kate 

Stephens, Margaret Hill Mccarter, :Max Cretcher, George w. Emerson, Hal 

G. Evarts, Thomas c. Hinkle, William K. Marshall, Clifford Knight, George 

w. Ogden, and Ruth Cowgill. There are also others whose books will be

mentioned in this thesis; but their interest in nature is not so marked 

as is that of those Just named. These authors treat nature in her var-

ious phases: some dwelling more on animals or flowers, while others des-

cribe at length the prairie contours, various atmospheric phenomena, 

such as tornadoes, thunderstorms, wind, ,.heat, and the tar-famed Kansas 

sunset. For example: Dr. Hinkle always has as the central figure in 

his books an animal. In Tawny, it is a dog; in Black Storm, a horse. 

Emerson and Marshall express themselves in very flowery- terms about 

the different kinds of birds and plants. Mccarter end Hinkle, again, 

give vivid descriptions of storms; thunder, snow, hail, and wind. 

Perhaps the best description or a tornado is the one given by Knight 
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in his novel, Tgmm;v: .2! ~ Voices. The reader feels that he himself 

is in the grip of the· relentless wind,. the impression created is so 

very vivid. The writer 1n quest1on9 being a native Kansan, must kn.ow 

whereof ha speaks. 

The nature has influenced the Kansas novelist to .a high degree 

is evinced by the titles which the writers have bestowed upon their 

books~ What greater proof ot the power 9f nature over the thoughts of 

authors could be found than· in the following titles?-~ ~ ..2!. Promise 

and?!:!!.. Soil. by Alis~ Lynn; Du.st, by Haldeman-3'ulius; Short Grass, ~ 

.2.t. Dom3e, ~.2.2! J'e!71, and Trail's End, all written by George w. Ogden; 

!!!! Shaggy Legion, by Hal G. Evarts; !!!!, Peace .2!, the Solomon Va1ley, . . 

The Price.~~ J)ra1ri'31 Winning ~··wilderness~ !!!! Cottonwood.'s Storz, 

. · and Vanguards .2!~ Plains, by Mrs. ·Mccarter; Pilgrj.ms.~~ Plains, 

by Miss 'Aplington; ~ _!!! Laurel Town, by Miss Stephens; !!!!, !!!!2. Before 

.!!!! 122!!.• by Munger; Tawny and Black Storm by Dr. Hinkle. 

With most of the authors, the treatment ot nature is bound up 

with the lives of the .characters; For instance, when such writers as 

Oretcher, Mccarter, and Munger describe the "Grasshopper years," they 

discuss the pest in its relation to the lives of the people upon whom the 

plague fell.. Naturally they are more concerned about the result of the 

calamity than they are about the cause of the grasshoppers• coming or 

their status as a biological curiosity. An illustration may be tound in 

a novel by Mrs. Mccarter. A wagon 'train, threatened by an Indian raid, 

is saved through the intervention ot a tornado which destroys the menacing 



tribe. This is typical. In every case. unless it be with the exception 

of Marshall and Emerson, who tend_ to make much ot their nature descrip-

tions, the Kansas writer makes his treatment of nature· subordinate to 

the lives and adventures of his characters. 

Nature nece.ssarily plays a very important part in the ll ves of 

dwellers in an essentially rural state: drouths, floods, tornadoes, 

crops,. wild life, are the companions of the· people in such e country, 

and they in great measure serve to weaken OP atr~~than. character. 

But throughout the Kansas novel in general,. the lives of the people, 

·the hum.aI' characteristics and actions, talce the leading place. !o a·

certain extent,. nature is made to play into the hands ot the people: 

as. tor example, _in one case, where. a threatened raid by Indians an~ 

renegades upon a ,town is prevented by rains which flood the river valley-. 
• r • ' I 

thus effecting a natural barrier. 

It 1s in this that Kansas nove~sts are particularly successful 

in their treatment of Kansas nature: that they .so inter-weave the 

natural forces into the warp and woof of the lives of the people in 

the books that these manifestations add to the interest and pleasure of 

the story. If nat;ure were supreme 1n the book. end all other :f!oroes 

and energies were subordinated to her. the reader would quickly- tire 

of the story, unless he were in search of a so-called "nature-story." 

In a few cases, the authors have become too rhppsodic, and the 

reader wearies ot, and, after once warned, skips over, the effusive 

passages about some flower, bird, or natural phenomenon. which might

deserve a line or two of discussion, but certainly is not worthy ot two 

3



or three pages in praise of 1 ts beauties. Such an author is apt to 

lose the thread of his story. and to be forced to consume valuable 

time e.ft,r each description in interesting his reader once more in 

the fortunes ot the hero or heroine. 

Before proceeding with the analytical part of the study~ it 

might be worth.while to pause and ask what are the favorite phases of 

nature to be discussed, not in relation ~o the various authors. as 

they were partially treated a few pages back. but as parts of nature. 

Among animals, the buffalo holds the first place of interest, e.s ts 

natural. Coyotes, prairie-dogs, meadow-larks, and grasshoppers receive 

considerable attention. Among plants, the sunflower end the goldenrod 
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are mentioned frequently. and of trees,. the cottonwood, the elm, the 

locust, the Y'illow, and the oak .are all discussed at some length. Mention 

~s made of all the kinds of storms to which a prairie country is subject, 

from the tornado to the dust storm •. All the features of topography which 

. are characteristic of this state are found frequently-: plains, sands. 

ridges, ravines, gorges. hills, creeks., rivers. rocks ot different kinds, 

minerals. All the times · of the day and night:,. end the four seasons enter 

. the Kansas novel very often. In tact. one finds, when one comes to 

examine the Kansas novel closely, that nature 1n all her moods and 

aspects is treated at considerable length. 

In the pages which follow will be found a discussion ot the 

various !;tspeots of Kansas nature as treated by Kansas authors. Each 

topic will be discussed in detail, with many illustrations. The field 

of observation is a wide one~ for Kansas novelists, being fond of 



nature. and sensing its importance in a novel dealing with Kansas, have 

given a wealth of illustration on almost every point that could be

brought up for discussion. 

With this brief introduction and. explanation of the purposes 

of this thesis, the detailed study of the subject will be taken up. 

beginning in the next chapter with the topic ot animals. 

5
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CHAPTER II 

-THE FAUNA OF K!il'lSAS 

In considering the subject of the Kansas fauna, there are a 

few questions which might be ra.i sed before a detailed discussion is begun. 

In the fir st place: Do the Kansas novelists dwell on the 

point of' some animal being typical of this state alone; or do they con-

sider the animals a.s natl ve to the whole region, the country- comprising 

the entire plains territory• Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, and the other 

states entitled to that -mme? How important is the treatment of animal 

life in their books? Do they give it much space, or is it merely in-

cidental to the story?· Do they describe the li~e of animals at any

length? Do their animals have anything to do with the plots of the 

novels;, that is, do they help or hinder .the human characters in a.cy we:,?

The answer to the first gµ.estion is tha. t the authors do not 

make their &!).ima.ls peculiar to the state of Kansas alone. ~he scenes of 

their stories are laid in Kansas, it is true; .bu.t the aninals which move 

through the psges · might be mti ve to any one of the plains eta.tea. The 

buffalo. for instance, roamed the plains of Nebraska., Colorado. and the 

Dakotas, Just as freely as he moved a.bout over Kansas territory. Coyotes. 

prairie dogs, meadow larks, wild horses, are not found within the bound-

aries or Ke.nsas only, ani the novelist does not treat them as ii" they 

were. He discusses them as part of the prairie lite. The grasshopper 

hordes, which several of the Kansas authors desOribe at considerable 

length, were not confined to Kansas, .nor do the authors attempt to make 



them appear so. 

In answer to the other questions asked above: The treatment 

ot animal life differs with the various authors. Dr. Hinld e, for 

exmmple. who nakes the plot of his books center around an animal, 

gives the mo st of his story to the description of the lif'e of' this 

animal, to the exclusion of' any human characters of importance. :But 

most of the Kansas writers treat of animals only as they affect the

life of the people in the novel. '!hat is not saying, however, that 

they slight the mention or animals in the least. They do not. Over and 

over again is much space devoted to them, and to their actions. :But 

this is usually in connection with some person in the story. 

As tor animals having any part in the plot of the story: 

in several novels they and their actions are of considerable importance 

to the people who come into contact with them. Take, for instance, 

the grasshopper invasions: these certainly affected the lives of the 

pioneers; for because of the destruction caused by these pests, mal'.\Y' 

a settler gave up his la.nd and moved back East, totally ·discouraged. As 

another instances the buf'ta.lo furnished meat and hides for the pioneers 

settling in Kansas, and also for those who travelled across the state 

a.long the various trails which led to the glamorous West. 

Now that these natural questions arising from a considera-

tion of this subject have been disposed of, a detailed discussion of 

this topic will be entered upon, proving ~he previous statements by

means of quotations from various authors who treat of the fauna of this 

7



sts.te. 

Hal G. Evarts has taken for the settibg or his novel, 1h,!

Shaggy Legion. the time when the but.fa.lo roamed over the plains. and 

was hunted by those who engaged in that occupation as a life trade. 

8

Though the settil'lg for this novel is Kansas, such a sight a.a 

the following, while typically Kansan, is not exclusively so, and offers 

an instance or the fact th.at the Kansas novelist does not consider the 

fauna as peculiar to Kansas alone, 

Those who spent the major portion of their lives among 
the buffalo herds felt the majesty- of the shaggy legion. The 
herds were spettacule.r, true, bµ.t there was sane element in 
the sight of tens of thousands of great brown bodies .moving 
across the plains that ·sunk deeper into one's consciousness. 

· Those who saw the herds for the first time in their early 
youth, knew the thrill of it. And when, in old age, the last 
herds were sighted. there was that same wild thrill. Only the 
magnif'icant, the majestic, oould have sustained the interest 
throughout a lifetime of fruniliari ty. All those who .knew the 
shaggy legion felt it. And when the buffalo was gone, the old 
free untrammelled West was gone. For those who had known the 
herds, the old West passed with the bu£falo. 1 _ 

. Other writers, also, while describing the buffalo, do not 

mention it as peculiar to Kansas. For example. C.R. Cooper bas this 

to sny: 

The great valley bad ceased to be a thing of green; 
now it was a constantly changing, slowly shifting sea of 
shaggy brown. Herd upon herd bad centered there to rest 
after a tiresome Journey, to feed well upon the grasses 
which lasted there far later into the autumn than on the 
ordinary stretches of the plains. 2 

l. Hal G. Evarts. ~ Shaggy Legion. pp. 506-307. 
2. The Last Frontier. pp. 287-288. 



Spring was here ••• the buffalo runs were becoming 
deep cut again with the sharp hoofs of the thousands ftea.p.-
ing northward from the shelter of the winter months. 

; . Spring-and the buffalo ru.nning! with the bulls 
bellow_ing tor supremacy in the wallows. 

Several authors bring into their stories the coyote. though 

none offer ana- very importan.t description or this animal indigenous 

to the prairie country. Perhaps the most important mention of the 

coyote is made by Dr. Hinkle in his book• Tawnz: 

The coyotes were unusually restless on this night. 
One. not knowing. would have supposed he heard a hundred 
of them,---in reality there ~erd perhaps a half a dozen 
that Tom first heard to the. north of him. 4Then many others 
answered with their wild yips to the ea.st. 

Prairie dogs are mentioned by several authors •. Cooper des-

cribes them as "staring at them :from. the toi;,s of their little mounds, 

then popping ~to invisibility a.t their approach • .-5 Emerson discusses 

them at some length in :Buell Ht:lmpton: 

There may be 10,000 dogs within a radius of half a
mile ••• I should say there were rather more than 10,000, 
than less. and every one of the little fellows sitting 
up on his haunches in such a.n ob servant way. • • When su.dden-
ly this army or prairie dogs disappeared as if by magic 
into their burrowed homes ••• It is said they migrate in 
companies6rrom one locality to another, and live principally 
on roots. 

Antelope are described by several authors in the terms or 
"shy"7 and "fleeting"8• One writer rrakes several references to 

jack-rabbits; but only one of these passages is or enough importance 

to quote here: 

5. The Last Frontier, pp. 118-119. 
4. ~GPlo. 
5. The Last Frontier, p. 156. 
6. Pp. ~271. •
7. Cretcher, The Kansan, p. 11. 
8. Cooper, The Last Frontier, p. 115. 



Jack-rabbits started up, scorning in their amazing 
speed to do more than ru.n on three legs, while looking 
back at the cantering horse and rider.9 

Though not true only of Kansas, the f'ollO\ving passages are 

of enough value and interest. perhaps, to quote here, as affording a 

glimpse or the strange effect which mutual fear has upon animals and 

birds: 

The sky soon became overcast with a yellow haze that 
rapidly changed to deep lead color. Chattering birds soared 
high, in confu.sed circles, then sw.ng away to the south on 
steady wing. Frightened deer and antelope ran in droves · 
through the outskirts o~ the town, timid no longer in the , 
race of the great danger sweeping toward them from the north.10 

Then e. wildly novel scene occurred. Flocks or prairie 
hens, quails, meadow larks·, and thrushes, all blinded, singed, 
and frightened. began flying against the buildings., many of 
them falling to the earth e1 ther crippled or dead. The entire 
town echoed with fluttering wings. Wolves. driven from their 
dens and haunts by the prostrating heat, ru.shed by the fire-
fighterB i~ frantic fright ••• Hundreds of' jack-rabbits. their 
long ears flat upon their backs came bounding in from the burn-
ing prairie.11 

In his novel, The Entering Wedge, 1t1ars~all enumerates mal\Y 

birds but discusses or describes them very little. 

The meadow lark is referred to by· nugierous t:Luthora. Since 

this bird is commonly regarded as the sta.te bird• perhaps it may be 

we~l to pau.se and discover what the various writers hare to say about 

it, though it may be noted that none of them refer to it as r,a.ving any.

peculiar relation to Kansas. 

9. Hinkle, Tawny, pp. 207-208. 
10. The Kansan, P• 81. 
11. Buell Hampton, PP• 515-316. 

lO 
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Its songs are described as "Whistling",12 "plaintive trill",
13 

and ttlove-song"l4. Comment is made that the bird ceases to sing in the 

heat of the summer, as do other b1rds;15 and that it is in the habit of 

lighting on weeds and strong stems of grass to sing.16 

The prairie chicken is mentioned once or twice both as 

furnishing food tor men and as of interest 1n itselt.17 In the latter 

reference, allusion is made to its habits when drinking: 

A flock of prairie chickens flew down on the pebbly shore 
on the opposite side at the water's edge.· After a brief sus-
picious pause they began dipping the1r·bills into the water to 
drink.la . 

. Sparrows are named by Kansas authors , though in only one 

case is the species mentioned: 

mood: 

I had English sparrows nesting with me that season who 
had cousins in town. And what the English sparrow can't find 
out isn't worth a detec~ive•s efforts. 9 . 

The noisy habits of crows are described by one author: 

A flock of crows was making a great noise in the woods, 
just below him. They had discovered an owl,, and were trying
with all their power to drive him out ot the woods before 
nightfall. The owl flew a little down the woods; the crows 
with 1oud, exci-ted ~awing followed him. Again they drove him 
farther down, and finally their caws grew taint in the timber 
down in the valley. 20

Another writer shows the same bird in quite a different 

Along the sunny hillslopes crows walked sedately about 
as if' proud of their greenish-black plumage flashing in the 
morning sun.21 · 

12. Clifford Knight, Tommy 2!.~ Voices, pp. 30-31. 
13. William A. White, A Certain Rich Man, p. 89. 
14. William A. White, In the Heart"'"of7Fool, p. l. 
15. Del Munger. ~ wind Before the Dawn, P• 102. 
l&. Hinkle, Tawny, PP• 207-208. 
17. Margaret Lynn, Free Soil, pp. 108-109. 
18. Tawny, p. 98. - -
19. Margaret H. Mccarter, ~ Cottonwood's story, p. 77-. 
20. Tawey, pp. 96-97. 
21. Ibid. p. 199. · 
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sever~ oth~r birds are mentioned by name,. including, the 

mocking-bird, the brown, ~ush, the redwing bl~ckbird~ the bee ~tins·, 

and the whip-poor-wills; but the references are not of enough importance 

to quote here. One paasa.ga, however, tells ot the nature of blue-jays; 

Once a blue-joy lighted on a bough above, but even he 
with his petulant disposition, only looked down for a moment, 
then silently flew away.22 · 

Probably the OQcurrenco in nature most interesting to 

Kansas novelists is what 1a known as the "Grasshopper Years," the years 

of 18'14 and 18?5. Four or five._"writers in particular give quite long 

descriptions of the·descent and ievastation or this plague. '.Ihese accounts 

present vivid pictures ot the destruction and despair or that time. They 

ere worth noting:. 

It was a m1dsuml113r afternoon. AS usual the day was hot. 
Away to thtJ southwest were banks o:r clouds, low on the hor-
izon. 'l.he clouds were approaching rapidly. close to the earth, 
rolling in great dense billows • .iii .No rain clouds had ever 
approached in such a manner ••• soon they knew that the clouds 
were tor.med or a hungry horde or grasshoppers. AS far as the 
eye could sea, great swarms were.coming, rolling, :frumbling, 
in great bankS, but moving steadily" relentlessly forward. 
By sheer force of numbers they darkened the sun as clouds 
before a rain. They remained but a few brief hours. then 
moved on, leaving in their path destruction such as pioneers 
had never encountered before. Up and down the valley, and 
far and wide on every hand, not a living stal~ or vegetation 
was left. Nothing green 1n sigft!• Every growing crop was
consumed by- the ravenous horde • 

• • • at every settler'$ house. wondering eyes watched 
the unheard-of phenomenon• so like, yet so utterly unlike, 
the sun's eclipse ••• From their height they- could see it 

22. Ta:mi,y, P• 199. 
23. The Kansan, p. 98. 
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sweeping far across the land, not high 1n the air, but beclouding 
the prairie like a fog. Only- this thing was dry and. carried no . 
cool breath with it. Nearer it came. and the sun above looked wanly
through it, as surging, whipping, ahinmering, with silver splinters 
of light, roaring with the whir or grating wings, .. countless millions 
of grasshoppers tilled the earth beneath and the air above ••• 
Truly_, life may be made miserable in many ways, but in the Kansas 
homes of that memorable year of l874lif'e was wretchedly uncom-
fortable. out of doors the cloud was a disaster. Nor flood. 
nor raging wind, not prairie fire, not unbroken drought, could claim 
greater measure or havoc in its.wake than this billion-footed 
creature, an appetite grown measureless. a hunger Vitalized and 
individualized, and endowed with power of motion. No living shred 
of grass 1 or weed, or stalk of corn, or straw ~r stubble or tiniest 
garden growth; no leaf or bit of tender bark of' tree, · or shrub• 
escaped this many-mQuthed monster •.•• The weed-grown bec1 of ·orass 
River was swept as if by a prairie tire ••• The oottonwoodgrees and 
wild' plum bushes belonged to a mid-winter landscape, and or ·the many 
young catalpa'groves, only stubby sticks stood up ••• For three days 
the st. Bartholomew of vegetation continued. Tb.en the pest, 
still hungry, rose and passed to the southeast, leaving behind it1 
only a honey-combed soil where eggs we~ deposited for future hatch-

'ing1 and a famine-breeding desolation. . 

~e sun was completely ob2oured now and the rapidly- mov-
ing mass, not unlike snow indeed, was being driven straight toward the 
north. Whatever it was, it was driving fiercely ahead, as if im-

. palled by a strong wind,, though there was not a breath of' air stirring 
below •. Soon small objects began to detach themselves trom th8 mass, 
so that the eye could distinguish separate partfcles, which looked 
not unlike scraps of silver driven with terrific force from the 
tail of some gigantic machine ••• Wherever the light tell it disclosed 
moving masses or locusts which covered the entire face ot the land-
scape. The teeming cloud of' insects was a pest equal to that of the 
lice of Egypt. They overflowed a Kansas prairie causing every living 
thing to flee from their path ••• 'lbe inroads of numberless scissor-
like mouths on a stub of corn near the roadside. The tassel was gone, 
the edges or the leaves were eaten away, and lines of hungry insects 
hung to the center rib of' each blade. gnawing and cutting at every
inch of the stem ••• the ground was dotted a.11 over the patch with 
small holes where the hungry swarm, not satisfied with the tops, had 
followed the str down into th:e earth, eating out the bulbs to the 
very taperoots. · 

24. Mccarter,. Winning~ Wilderness, pp. 98-100. 
25. Munger, ~™Before~ Dawn, pp. '1; ll•l2. 



The animals, birds, and insects have been discussed so far as 

important mention of them is ma.de in the Kansas novel. A few other 

refernn.ces are made to various other kinds of animals. A few kinds 

of fish are named: sun-fish,26 and mud-cat27; but the references 

are not worth repeating here. Snakes, turtlea, small insects, such 

as katydidst chinch-bugs, and fire-flies find place only in passing 

allusion. The aim has been, 1n this chapter, not to discuss all the 

fauna mentioned in the Kansas novel, as that would require great 

space; but to show in reference and excerpt, the .manner in which the 

authors have brought this phase of Kansas nature into their novels •. 

26. Emerson, Buell. Hampton, p. 73. 
27. Ibid. 

14 



CHAPTER III' 

THE FLORA. OF KAMSAS 

In this chapter, the aim shall be to show how the Kansas 

novelist makes use of the plant life of Kansas. 

15 

In the first place, plant life in the Kansas novel~ contrary 

to what was true of the animal lite, does not directly concern the 

lives of the settlers or the plots of the stories. The novelist 

makes use of it chiefly in a desdriptive way; and as far as the plot · 

is concerned, the trees, grass, and flowers, are merely incidental. 

If any kinds of plant life have an effect on the lives of the characters, 

they would be the various species of grass,. and the sunflowers. The 

former concerns the characters because of its use as teed for the 

animals; the latter1 for the cheer which they gave to the lone].y 

pioneers. But, as will be pointed out later in the chapter, this use 

of plant life is not ~neral among novelists. 

In descriptions of the plant life of Kansas, the novelist 

is quite successful. A little later in this discussion, various 

illustrations of this point will be brought out. In only three cases 

is any assumption made that any particular plant is peculiar to Kansas. 

In one or those, the allusion is to the sunflower; in the others, to 

the goldenrod and the redbud tree. Examples or these instances will 

be found later in the discussion. 

~hapii -1 t may be because so much or Kansas is prairie e.nd 

therefore lacking in the abundance of trees found in other .,,states, 
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but the novelists pay particular attention to those varieties ot 

trees which are :f'ound in Kansas. The cottonwood, for example, is 

mentioned over and over again. ':he willow, locust. elm. sycamore, oak, 

crab apple, eluer, and ~alnut, are all named tirne and time again, as 

are still others such as the evergreens. the redbud tree, the hickory, 

the catalpa, and the hackberry' ~ '?he wild plum, which may be classed 

rather as a shrub than a tree. finds frequent place in the Kansas novel. 

As regards flowers. the most popular with the Kansas authors 

is., as would be expected, the sunflower. One writer in particular. 

Emerson, devoted much space to what might be termed a eulogy or thi~ 

blossom. The goldenrod ia also frequently mentioned, and 1n popularity 

probably holds second place to the sunflower. such tlowera as asters, 

wild columbines, So1Q1ll0n's seal, primrose,. everlastings, coneflowers, 

violets. yucca, and many- others are mentioned, it not described at 

considerable length. 

Th.us far, the discussion of Kansas plant life in the Kansas 

novel has been general only. Perhaps it would-be well to begin at this 

point to give some illustrations and specific examples of the statements 

vrhich have been made thus far in the chapter. In the first part or 

this detailed discussion. the topic of the trees and shrubs found in 

the Kansas novel will be treated. After this di vis ion or the Kansas 

f'lora-t!as been treated, the subject of flowers, herbs,- grass, and the 

like. will be discussed at some length. 

To begin with, the cottonwood, as has already been mentioned, 



is the tree most often described by the Kansas author. This is pro-

bably because the cottonwood is the tree most frequently round.along 

the water-courses of a prairie country. One author, Mrs. Mccarter. 

has even gone so tar as to entitle a book, ~ Cottonwood's story. 

This story, which is told in the first person, presumably by a cotton-

wood tree, deals with the life ot that tree and its observance ot 

what passes about it. The tree enumerates in one passage the uses to 

which the settlers put this type of tree. 

For them I sent rrtY' children far and wide, and wherever 
these children took root the early comers knew there was 
living water. For them the cottonwood was shelter and lumber 
and firewood and windbreak. For them it, was the symbol ot 
vigor and sturdy persistance. For them it coaxed the rain 
trom unpitying skies. It stood up tear1essly in storm or 
drouth, a thing to weather all changes. 

In other passages in the same book Mrs. Mccarter describes 

the lite and habits of a cottonwood tree: 

I loved this place, and, sheltered by the north by that 
uwell of ground, m;y- head above the slope so that all the 
wide plain was before me, m:, feet deep in the earth where 
the unfailing cisterns are, ••• trust a cottonwood to find 
their secretest hiding-places ••• I flung r.rq bare young. 
branches upward and caught the light and warm sweet air. 
And when the northeast winds sobbed and.wept tor the great 
lakes they missed so much, and when the northwest blizzard 
curled and uncurled its long whiplashes of fierce, cutting 
cold; and most of all, when the hot south blasts came 
singing, singin~ ot the scorched distant plain, I let them 
all pass by me. 

Only- I, the old cottonwood, will bud and blossom and 
send my drifting, feathery cotton tar SJ.!d wide; w;11 grow 
green in the springtime and golden in tho autmnn. 

l. Pp. 9-10. 
2. Pp. 6-7. 
3. P. 4. 

l? 
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In her other books, Mrs. Mccarter describes thfs tree many 

jimes. !for is she the only Kansas author to do so. For instance, 

like her, Mr. Ogden describes the appearance and coloring of the 

cottonwood at various seasons of the year. A few examples will suffice 

to give an idea of such descriptions. 

In _the tall: 

The woodland along the Neosho was yellow and bronze and 
purple in the afternoon sunshine •.•• :Far up the river the 
shapely old cottonwood stood in the pride of its autumn gold, 
oµtlined against a clear. blue sey.· while all the prairie lay 
in seas or golden haze ab~~t it.4 

In the spring: 

Along the water-ways the, cottonwood's silvery branches, 
tipped with tender young leaves fluttering in the soft wind, 
stood up proudly above the_scrubbly bronze and purple growths 
hardly yet in bud and lea:f'.s 

The next spring when my red blossomy catkins with invis-
ible fingers clung to my branches or lay in little velvety 
rolls on the brwon grasses at my teet.6 . 

C The wind was moving in the tender leaves o:r the cotton-
wood trees along the river, their newly unfolded gloss glit-. 
taring like bits of enamel as they fluttered and turned to-
ward the sun:, with the soothing whispers of gently falling 
rain.7 · 

Tiny leaves which had burst overnight on the cottonwood 
trees glistened in their. unsmirched splendor like bits of 
bright metal turning in the sun. B 

Miss Lynn descri~es the color of the cottonwood's bark 

as "warm gray-white."O 

4. Mccarter, ~ Price Et.~ Prairie, P• 322. 
5. Ibid., P• 469. 
6. Mccarter, ~ Cottonwood's Story;. pp. 49-50. 
?. Ogden,~-~ Dodge. p. 65. 
a. Ogden, Wasted Salt, p. es. 
9. Free Soil, p. 324. ---
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Cottonwoods are the trees that most frequently grow along tho 

courses of prairie streams.· over and over again this fact is brought 

out: 

There was the river ••• where cottonwoods laced with 
wild grape-vines made green refreshment for eye! weary of 
summer heat glimmering over vast prairie lands. 0 

Before it lay the endless prairie across which ran 
the now half-dry, grass-choked stream. A few stunted cotton-
woods followed its windinga.ll 

These trees are probably the sturdiest and hardiest ot the 

· trees found on the prairie. Mrs. Mccarter gives an instance or this: 

Some distance down in the crevice or a sharp angle 
formed by a slight shelf or rock a small clump or cotton-
wood brush had rooted stubbornly and grown with the sturd! 
defiance or that heroic tree •. the p1o~eer of the plains~l 

Though not mentioned so frequently as the cottonwood• 

the oak tree yet has its share of a~tention from the Kansas novelists. 

A few references will be sufficient to show the desoriptions given of 

this tree: 

such a grove or beautiful oaks as you'd never think a 
flat old prairie could grow. They were tucked away in a
littie valley where a muddy creek comes winding down to the 
Solomon River. You could hardly guess, unless you followed 
the stream, whatwas,hidden in that deep valley. ~e dip 
and swell of the prairie showed us only a line of green13ear-
iness until suddenly we were at the gata'!ay ot a grove. 

Ages ago, dense forests must have covered this region, 
which some force later reduced to a grass land, and the· 
prairie fires kept it thus. Only this winding.creek had 
crept lovingly about these great oak trees. .. ..encircling 
them peninsular fashion .shielding them from the flames ••• 
1n years that rolled up centuries, the beautiful trees grew 

10. Ogden, ~ £2!. Jerry, p. 5. 
11. McCarter, Winning ~ Wilderness, pp. 22-23. 
12. !!!.fil Cui vera, pp. 83-84. 
13. Mccarter, ~ Peace . .2!~ Solomon Valley, pp. 44-45. 
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J: · ::and spread their branches. Deep through the black earth they 
struck strong•roots that held firm in the day or the cyclone•s 
wrath. They IIU.at be very- old.14 · · · 

Bliss Stephens gives a beautiful description of the redbud 

tree~ This ~xcerpt is one of the few instances in which an author writes 

of any plant·being typica1 of Kansas. 

The legended redbud also marked the year's oncoming 
tide. I still recall mornings •• ;. that one of the trees had 
garmented itsel:f in imperial colors, amid a group pt paw-paws 
and co:t:fee~beans down on the south bank.. • • to one red-bud 
slipp~ng roots in level ground you will find an aspiring ten 
loving to climb the broken side of o. hill. Redbuds bespeak 
Kansas. That April morning. • .our fascinated eyes saw first 
the Kaw silvering on our lett, and then1 on the right, ridges,· 

15tar and woods near blotched with · the purple of tho lovely tr.ea. 

Next to the cottonwood and the oak, the willow ranks in 

importance among Kansas novelists•: Many or the references made to 

it are too short and of too little significance for thepurpooe or this 

thesis to be mentioned here. Like the cottonwood, the willow follows 

the course of strea.m:s, aa the succeeding excerpts will show: 

In winter the ·storm pounced with untempered strength 
upon a land that ottered no shelter~of forest or wooded. 
brake, except the thin line of· cottonwoods · and willows along 
the meandering Arkansas and its feeble, far-spaced tributary 
streams.16 

~e river pushed its way from the purple haze or the 
distant horizon in the west ana1;1owed slowly down between 
green fringes of waving· willow. . 

Not tar dO\vn the stream,. there grew on this side a long 
fringe of tall green willows, stretching away into the east 
where they followed a wide bend in the river.18 · 

14. MeOarter, ~ Peace .2£.~ Solomon Valle;v:. PP• 46-47. 
15. !!!!!. & Laurel Town. p. 12. 
16.. Ogden, ~ ..2,t Dodge. p. 2." 
17 •. Hinkl.e. Tawny* p. 14~ 
16 •.. Hinkle:, Black Storm. P• l.~. 



And as if waiting, the green willows stood along the 
river, hushed, pensive. fringirig the water far in the west 
to the Creek of Dixon•s, and the Republication River there 
showed its :race of silver.19 · · · 

CJ.be wild crab is described by one author: 

A wild crab lifted its warty trunk. It was a 
sturdy little fellow~ the tree, not so tall, aswild crabs 
sometimes grow, but making up for its dwarfish stature by 
a ~rticularl0 beau'tiful and symmetrical umbrella of leaves 
and foliage.2 
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Dr. Hinkle1 1n Tawny. twice mentions the elders. contrast-

ing their appearance in different; seasons: 

The summer days dee!)8ned into lfJte August ••• The el-
ders along the river, burdened with dark; ripe berries, 
leaned low fver the stream &lmost to sweep the surface ot 
the water.2 · -

September came ••• The elders along the river, relieved 
or their bur.den of fru1tage, lifted their heads to await 
the approach of the long deep sleep.22 

Other trees which are mentioned in the Kansas novel. though 

not at great length enough to warrant discussion here., are the sycamore. 

the locust~ the catalpa, and the evergreen .. With a few remarks and 

.quotations concerning two other trees~ the discussion of shrubs will 

be taken up. 

The walnut tree is des~bed by Mias Stephens in Life at --
Laurel Town: ----

The most striking figure of the south woods was a
black walnut standing with a girth or toward twenty feet--
rising in majesty and aloofness so apart from its brothers •. 
and their shade, that the sun had rounded its branches to 
an almost perfect globe.23 

19. Black Sto:rm. p. 31. 
20. Stephens, ~ .!l, Laurel Town. pp. 12-13. 
21. p. '18. 
22. P. 88.
23. PP. 8-9. 



Elms a.re named b~r several authors, though only a few ex-

cerpts are of value to the present disouasion:-

Like a great green tent the boughs of the elall, Just 
budding 1nto leat drooped over him.24 

The days went slowly by. bringing the long bright 
autumn beauty to the plains and turning all the elms to .gold 
along the creek at Burlingame.25 

'J.ha long elm· tree, with its spremUng branches, grew
upon the brink; its gne.r1ed and ttd.sted roots reached far 
out into the bed thath.old the placid waters.26 

Among the shrubs, the wild plum. is most frequently named, 

though brush is also mentioned. sumac enters several books. as well: 

Down on the .level he moved and .crot1dt~d his way into 
a miniature forest of sumacs.27 

She stopped near the edge of the trees where a dense 
- patch ot au.mu.cs grew.28 -

Pawpawa, buckberry. hackberry, and bitter-sweet are all 

mentioned in passing in one or more,ot the Kansas novels; but in none 

-are they dwelt upon or described. 

From shrubs to flowers is only a step.. Aa has been stated 

before in this chapter, the flower most popular with the Kansas 

novelists is the sunflower. Only one author identifies it with 

Kansas ·1n any particular way, or mentions that it is the state flower. 

That author is George W. Emerson, who,, in his novel,: Buell Hanpton , 

devotes considerable space to describing most enthusiastically this 

flower. 

24. McOarter. Vangqards .2£. l!!£_ Plains, p. a. 
25. Ibid.• P• 354.: 
26. p,. 73. 
27• II1nkle, Ta!9!)!, P• 98. 
28. Ibid. p. 99. 



"Yes--the sunflower, you kn.ow, is the emblem or our 
state. It grows here·1n generous profusion, and is certainly 
as emblematic of plen~ for the cattlemen at least, as the 
seed~ or the pomegrante.." 

As they advanced toward the Cimarron River, the fields 
ot sunflowers became more plentiful, and finally they found 
themselves in a veritable wilderness of this Kansas emblem. 
Hundreds of acres stretched away, thickly peopled with these 
blazing sunworshippers, ever turning and following with their 
queenly- heads the course of' the king of day. '.rhe darkened 
multitudes of seeds~ like black-eyed Susana, were encircled 
with bordering crowns ot yellowest gold. The gentle wind 
stirred them. into rhythmic melody of motion. Every petal 
seemed to have caught the sunshine or heaven, and to hold 
within its gracefully nodding head a warmth of welcome to 
the visitor. The brown stalks •ere suggestive of brawny, 
health and strength, while the :ran-like leaves presented an
unrivaled background to the golden grandeur of a waving sea 
of yellow.· · 
••• Then, too, there was a grace in their 1ithe and willowy 
undulations expresaing a poetry unspoken .... Mingled with 
the beauties of this yellow sheen and graceful harmony, there 
seemed to be a rare independence and stateliness. A music 
like the rippling or m.any waters was suggested by the gentle 
clashing arms and leaves of this wilderness of sunflowers. It 
was also lilce an anthem or hope, with liberty as its deathless 
theme ••• Here amid the stately sunflowers bathed in their 
celestial beauty, with the radio.nee or the sun deftly gathered 
and _crystallized into crowns ot glory, lilce hammered gold ••• 
o gorgeous sunfiower,·inoomparable in they beauty, unequal1ed 
in thy queenliness, surpassing in ansr stateliness, glorious 
in thy radiance, emblematic or freedom, liberty. and deathless 
love of Justice. ~ndeed thou art the worthy emblem or a land 
of freedom. ot a commonwealth asserting and establishing "man's 
humanity to man." The rose has its beauty und transcendent 
fragrance, the hyacinth its charm of color, the colwnbine its 
mountain freshness, the lily its stateliness ot pose, the 
dandelion its golden warmth, the daisy its modesty, the 
honeysuckle its twining tendrils or love; but amid all the 
realm or the flowery kingdom, thou alone hast robbed the Sl.m

or his prismatic rays and heaven hath crowned thee with a golden 
sceptre of everlasting superiority and imperishable majesty.29 

Le~s rapturous are the descriptions and re.marks made by 

the other authors concerning the sunflower; but they convey the 

importance and significance of this blossom quite as adequately as 

29. Pp~ 295-297. 

@3 



does Emerson's flowery rhapsody. 

How beautiful they are, those en~0esa bands of gold, 
drawing us on and on across the plains. 

The subdued tones of' evening held all the scene. save 
where a group.of tall sunflowers stood up !i catch the last 
light or day- full. on their golden shields. 

Along either side of it (the trail) was a fringe of 
spindling sunflower stalks •. with their blooms of gold mark-
ing two gleaming threads acro~s the plains,. t._ar toward· the 
~isty nothingness of the eastern horizon.3~ . 

And the sunflowers, covering wide spaces in the valley 
below nestled thousands of their heads together to spread 
golden carpets on fields of green. 35 

24

One thin}c~ of the goldenrod 1n connection with the sunflower, 

and the Kansas authors describe it ~lso. though not at so great a 

length as they do tho sunfl~wer. One author desoribes_i~ as being 
34 ·in its "native elementn 1n Kansas. 

Miss Aplington gives a most appealing description of the 

sensitive plant., tha~ fragile, fearful flower: 

The sensitive briar ••• is the most interesting plant that 
grows on the prairie. Its blossoms are soft clustered balls 
of rose-red stamens, powdered over with ~aina ot golden 
pollen. The petals are inconspicuous or wanting. But 1 t is 
not the blossom that makes the plant remarkable. It is 
sensitive to, touch. When the world ls dark, it shuts 1ts eyes 
and sleeps.. Its leaflets fold together, palm to paim, as 
little hands are folded in prayer. The leaf-stem droops 
heavily- against the stalk, as heavy eyelids droop and close. 
When the daylight comes again, 1 t wakens--unclasps 1 ts hands, 
and lifts up its arms to the sq. But al.ways it is timid and 
afraid._ Its leaves shiv.er and close at the slightest touch-
at the brushing or the meadow lark's wing, even at the trembling 
of the ground under Ot1r horses• feet, as if 1 t feared that we 
would ruthlessly trample it to earth.30

30. McCartex-, Winning.!!!!. Wilderness, p. 20,. 
31. Ibid •• P• 22. 
32. Ibid., p. 16. 
33. Hinkle, Tawnz. p~ SB. 
34. Ella L. Vale, Between Two Fires, p.a. 
35. Pilgrims .2£.~ Plains, pp •. 183-184. 
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We find mention made of' such f'lowers as yellow star ~ass, blue-

eyed grass, sheep sorre?-• v~rb~nas, morning-glories, 8:?ld · violets; 

of buttercups. daisies. sweet williams. and many other blossoms; but 

these are named only in passing~ for, at the moat, so briefly,. that 

apace will not be given 1;o exeer~ta concerning them. 

Dr. Hinkle describes the everlastings and the aster in one 

passage from his novel, Black Storm: 

The autumn· days were now moving swiftly by. A sober 
haze hung listless over hills and valley, and the.last of 
the summer f'lowers were fading and drying on hill and 
plain. The sweet everlastings with their once beautiful 
pearly flowers, now hung withered and· lifeless on the pensive 
landscape. And as if to bring a last kindly greeting to a 
passing friend, the golden aster stood living and blooming 
in the solemn hush on the Valley.35 · 

In Tawny, the same author writes of the wild columbine: 

Growing in the rocky woodlands 7 aa always at this 
time of year1 along Dixon's were the beautiful red flowers 
of the wild columbine. nodding,from the tg~ of their slender 
stems.in the sort warm breezes of.spring. . 

Again Hinkle describes several other flowers of the plains: 

And again this ancient hill (Old Round Top) looked 
down on the droning and throbbing or lite, :tor springtime 
had coma and passed into early June. The day was still and 
warm. Golden flowers of the shooting-star were blooming 
in the valley; mist-like blooms ot the meadow .. rue stood as 
if looking and listening toward the hilltop.38 

One author, while not describing the blossoms he names, 

yet gives an extensive list or flowers to be found in Kansas. The 

36. P. 153. 
37. P. 199. 
38. Black Storm. p. 125~ 



number and variety is truly surprising: 

Not many places in the temperate zone surpass Kansas in 
its wealth o:r wild flowers. Delicate in fiber, variegated 
1n color~ ambrosial in fragrance, soft and restful to the eye, 
they are in number ·a1most countless-clematis,. evening 
primrose.- blazing star, sweet William~ sunflower, poppy. 
wild rose~ painted cup, day flmwer., blue Violet .• dandelion. 
wild lily. plt].ox, redbud.~ easter bell, shepherd's purse.·. 
oxalis, cleaveua, sedge• rush, blue ivy. anemone,·mosses.,. 
lichen, eunadensis, unbellata, and many others, including over 
three hundred varieties in all. 39 · · · 

In many of the novels,·flowers. while not mentioned by 

name. are desc ibed. · A few of these descriptions o~ the prairie, 

flower-dotted landscape will give an idea or the love for nature 

_which the ordinary Kansas novelist possesses. 

Out beyond the region of long-stemmed grasses, into the 
short-grass land. we passed across a pathless tield-of-the-

'Cloth-of-gold gemmed with.myriads of bright blossoms-broad 
acres on acres that the young years of a coming century shoul.d 
change into great wheat-fields to help fill the granaries of 
the world. How I reveled in it- - -that far-stretching pla.in 
of flower-starred verdurel 40 

We have outstretching plains of surpassing beauty• 
speckled w1th broad fields· ot ravishing wilf flowerss piled 
tier upon tier. exhaling rarest fragrance. · . 

~e earth was spread with_a carpet of gold apalshed 
with bronze and scarlet and purple, with here and there a 
shimmer of green shewing through.the yellow~ or streaking 
the·shallow_water-waya.-12 · 

There are so.me plants which it is difficult to classify. 
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They might be counted as either flowers or weeds. A few of these are 

the J).coa, dog-fennell resin-weeds, and prairie-dook. Dr. Hinkle 

I 

39. _Marshall1 ~ Entering Wedge. PP• 9-10. 
40. Mccarter, Vanguards of the Plains. p. 69~ 
41. ~ Ente-rin~ Wedge, pp. 9-10. 
42. APlington, Pil§:1::ims .2£. ~ Plains, :PP• 183-:1,84. 



described the two litter in his book. Tawny: 

~uly came with.• • the deep yellow blooms or the 
resinweeds far and near on the level lowlands; with the 
golden :t'lowers or the prairie dock in bloom above the thick 
&rass. 
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Again there a.re some plants which are weeds pure and simple. 

The loco-weed and jimsonweed and such; chickweed. and the obnoxious 

Russian thistle, "barbed with its thousand thornan44 as Ogden describes 

it. Cattails. cactus. and saga plants. are neither tlowera nor weeds. 

Dr. Hinkle describes the sage as being ttpale gray.n45 

Ferns are mentioned by only a few authors. One novelist 

describes them as "delicately ~acea •• n46

Grass of various ·kinds grows in Kansas: bui'talo gt-ass, 

pratr;e grass, slough-grass,. ordinary grass, are all named 1n the 

Kansas novel. Mrs. MoCarter describes the buf'falo "grass: 

Level prairie covered with a thick carpet of buffalo 
grass. Not a stick, not a sto!).e, not a bush,. not a tree, 
not even a clump,ot weeds on it; nothing but the grayish 
gree:i.mass forming a mat two or three inches deep, with 
here and thcFe49 cactus blosso~ set like a jewel in the 
green expanse. 

This grass, when cured while still on the stem. made

excellent :reed as is asserted by several authors. Dr. Hinkle, in 

his story• ~k Storm, a horse, makes special mention of' it,, as does 

Evarts in !!!!..Shaggy Legion, a story. of the buffalo. 

Slough-grass is described by Miss Lynn in Free Soil: 
.· ··--

44. Ogden, Trail's End., p. 56. 
45. Hinkle, Ta:w&, PP• 63-64. 
46. Marshall, !!!!. Entering Wedge. p. 245. 
47 • .!!!.~ Quivera, p. 138. · 



They took Harvey .across wide open· uplands• where 
they seemed near to the starlit blue sky, and forded shallow 
streams in little valleys where the tall coarse slough-
gras~ was dew-soaked.48 

The south wind smoothed the grass spread before them. 
Down in the hollows the deeper clough-grass gleamed, as the 
sun struck its curved glossy blades. Tender untrod green49 followed the rise and descent ot the gently-moving hil1s. 
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A fairly detailed discussion of Kansas plant life as found 

in Kansas novels has been made in the f'orego1ng pages. If a comparison 

is made of the use of' animal lite with that or plant life in the 

Kansas novel, the final conclusion will be this: that the authors. 

while treating extensively' ot plant life, q.o not attach so much 

importance to it as affecting the lives ot their human characters as 

they do in their ,:treatment of animal life 1n the novel. ~ey go into 

more detailed description Of' piant lite, however, than they do of 

animal 1ife, being content, in their ~atment of the latter, to show 

besides the ordinary habits of :animals, the relation between their.actions 

and the lives of the people with whom they · come into contact. As in 

the preceding ~hapter, the purposehas been not to discuss all the 

plants mentioned in the Kansas novel; but to show by various 

e~ples and quotations the manner in which the Km sa.a writers have 

made use ot the· plant lif'e ot the state. 

48 P. 227. 
49 P. 33. 



CHAPTER IV 

ATl!>SPHERIC CONDITIONS 

29 

In a state subject as Kansas is to certain extremes of climate 

and to varying weather conditions. it is only natural that the authors 

should make striking use of atmospheric conditions in that portion of 

their works devoted to Kansas nature. Not only are beautiful sunsets, 

dawns, shade, and soft breezes, treated with sympathy and appreciation. 

but effective treatment is also made of Nature in her angry moods. For 

instance, the fact that parts of Kansas are subject to tornadoes has been 

brought into the Kansas novel several times, and has been made in some 

instances to play an important part in the lives of the characters of the 

book. Snow storms. hail, tht1nder storms, and dust. are all described 

vividly. As will be found in the detailed discusaiQn later, there is 

sometimes even a melodramatic treatment of storms. Nor is the· Kansas 

novel lacking in the description of clarity of atmosphere·or health-giv-

ing properties of the air. Even such topics as mirages find a place here 

and there in the novel; while the subject of moonlight and starlight, 

cloud-effects, and the rays of the sun are treated at considerable length. 

In regard to the influence of atmospheric conditions upon the 

people in the novels, too much emphasis cannot be laid upon the topic. 

Rain and drouth, blizzard, hail, and tornado. all have their share in the 

lives of the inhabitants of a state, whether they be ploneers or dwellers 

in the later years of settled existence. The beauty of the various atmos-

pheric phenomena also appeals strongly to most people,.and this point is 
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dwelt upon at considerable length by the novelists. 

The Kansas author takes evident delight in the Kansas sunset, 

in the color in the sky caused by dust, in the moonlight, and in all such 

kindred top'ics. In the discussion to follow, the subjects just mentioned 

will be treated first; the top1es of storms of all kinds, of winds, being 

taken up later. 

Sunrise is described by several authors with whom this thesis 

has to deal. The following examples will be sufficient to serve as in-

stances of this. 

In Free Soil~ Miss Lynn gives several pictures of sunrise: --
The pink sk;y glowed momentarily more roseate. Under it 

birds waked and soft morning winds bent the grass tops.l 

The first bright sunlight was touching the wnrmth of the 
Septemoer hills and giving rare color to the hovering rniats.2 

The thick dark was changing into the thick gray of a 
cloudy da.vm. Z 

Urs. }..!cCarter and Miss Aplington also describe the dawn st some 

length: 

The morning was .glorious with silvery mists lifting along 
the river's course and a shimmering light above golden stubble 
and brown· plowed land and level prairie; while far away in all 
its beauty. hung the deep purple veil that Nature drops 'between 
the finite and her infinite. where the things that are seen 
melt into the things that ere not seen.4 · 

A filmy curtain hnng above the Arkansas River, hiding its 
level sands and growjng shrubbery. Above a curtain of blending 
purple and scarlet, all the east was one roseate glory shimmer-
ing through silvery mist and melting at last far up the sky
into an exquisite tracery or mother-of-pearl, until the new-
born August day was christened in a sunburst of splendor.5 

1. P. 216 
2. P. 371 
,. P. M8 
4. Mccarter. Winning the Wilderness, PP• 141-142. 
5. Mccarter• The Corn~Stone, PP• 56-57. 



"The New Jerusalem hasn•t anything over it for coloring~ 
Gates of pearl and foundations garnished with all manner of 
precious stones and seas of glass mine1ed with fire~"6 

He came up the slope where the dawn first breaks~ and 
leaned against my- trunk and watched the magni fieant splendor 
or the new day swing grt!ndly out of the horizon~ and felt the 
sweet cool breeze th.at freshens. all the slumbering land at . 
waking-time~ and heard the musical twittering of the bird-
songs~7

A softened silvery sun. a pale sweet wraith of itself· 
showed through the veil .of mist. The wind came up, tJ.:le white 
fog lifted• the sun glowed like a ball of golden f'ire~ and 
every dewdrop .jewel, on every blade of grass, twinkled and 
trembled and £lashed and sparkled, till one could fancy tbst 
the plain was bestrewn with diamonds and emeralds and seed-
pearls.8 
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Most of the Kansas authors describe the Kansas sunset; over 

and over, it is pictured for the reader: 

''We can appreciate a Corot sunset even . if we do have a 
superior article in the real thing out here. ,,9 

'!'he sun was slowly fading, the clouds were baiaed in 
purple snd gold, the sky-pictures were entrancing. · 

The ·Vl8st grew scarlet. deepened to purple end melted 
at last into the cull gray twilight that foreruns the dark-
ness of' night. one ray of pale g-old shimmered tar along 
toward the zenith and lost itself' in the upper heavens, and 
the stars came forth in the blue-black eastern s1cy.ll 

.~.the departing sun throw pictures on the golden sky~ 
which, for delicacy of touch, richness of color,, beauty of 
combination, warmth of expression, could not be approached 
even by a Turner's brush ••• the rapid change of cloud and sky 
under the magic color and fairy shapes or the sun's reflected 
rays. Now a troop of' fleecy forms, flecked with variegated 
hues, and whitened on the outer edge like a powdered smoke, 

6. Mccarter, The Corner Stone, pp. 54. 
7. l.~ccarter, The Cottonwood's story, PP• 32-33. 
a. Aplington.-i;flgrims of the Plains, pp. 224-225. 
9. JJfcCarter, The Cornerstone, P• 32. 
10. Marshall, The Entering Wedge, pp. 261-262. 
11. Mccarter, vanguards!!_~ Plains, p. 215. 



float gently as quiet sails on a summer sea, then dissolve 
into a glowing lake or fire, which is butressed by circling 
hills. tipped with gold and mantled with purple, as if an-
gel artists were doing their ~est work. Then the hills swell 
and rise and glow. until tier is piled upon tier, end the 
giant mountains push their peaks into the invisible heights. 
Now again the kaleidescope turns, and magnificent cathedrals 
and monuments appear, glistening with crowns of brilliant 
diadems. while cherubic forms seem floating about their sum-
mits. Then the heavens around ere aflame with purple light, 
as if" the retiring sun had projected a thousand waves of fire 
to cheek approaching night.. Now a dim reddish shadow o'er-
spreads the sky, and quietly the great orb of day sinks out 
or aight.12_ 

Perhaps one.of the most charming descriptions of sunset is 

given by J!isEJ Aplington: 

The western sky' sbone bright with glowing color---rose 
and viol et end amethyst and chrysophrase--a?d like a lovely 
island in the midst of the sea of light there floated a bro~ 
ken bar of cloud. A last golden glittering 13eam from below 
the horizon streamed upward and flung itself across the 
cloud-mass; and it was no more a lovely island asleep on 
the bosom of a m.yst1-c sea; 1t had become a glorious city, 
with towers and groves, and there a great gateway through 
which. marched an army with scarlet banners flying.13 

Three authOrs describe stormy sunsets: 

The mist lifted and a low red rim to the·weat under a 
dark slcy" promised another hour of light.14 

The low red light gave a strange vividness to the green 
rain-freshened grass all aboutthem ••• the blue twilight 
fallinrbefore him and this strange red light on the bright' 
grass. 5 '. ,

The sun was going down behind a bank of purple cloud.16 

The sun sank into the prairie and tinted the sky all 
red and green and gold where it shone through the rents in 
the ragged clouds of purple blaek.17 

12. !tarshall, The Entering Wedge, pp •. 246-247. 
15. Aplington,~lgrims of the Plains, P• 252. 
14. L:,nn, Free Soil t p. 56'1-:-
15. . Ibid.-;-p:-~ 
16 •. Aplington, Pilgrims .2£ ~ Plains. p. 250. 
17. Wright, That Printer of Udell's, P• 185. - -



Very closely connected with sunset is the immediate time following, 

celled by some the "afterglow" or "twiH.ght't,• 1,1'any descriptions of this 

are give~. A :few will suffice to show the use made of this part of 

atmospheric phenomena: 

The afterglow of sunset was· gorgeous in the west. The gray 
cloud-tide, now a pu.rpl.e sea. was rifted by billot':s of flame. 
Level mist-folds of pale violet lay along the prairie distences.18 

••• beyond the rim of the valley toward the darkening prairies 
with the great splendor 0£ the sunset afterglow deepening to rich-
est crimson above the purpling shsdows.19 

He lookecl once more at the-west,. all a soft purple gray
veiled with misty shadows., eave over the place where the sun went 
out, one ehaft of deepest rose hue tipped with golden flame was 
cleaving its way toward the derkening_,zenith.20 

Next to the sunset in order comes the night and the moonlight. 

Several authors describe the latter: 

••• the open prairie, which the great summer moon was flood-
ing with its soft radiance. No other si&;ht is ever BO regal as 
the full moon above the prsirie, where no bl~ck shadows can 
checker and blot out and hem in its limitless gl~ry.21 

The shimmering beams of the silver moon.2_2 

The silvery prairie and ail very river and mist-wreathed va 1-
1 ey, and overhead, the clear, calm sky, v1here the moon sailed in 
magnificent grandeur, were a setting to make the evening a perfect 
one.25 

One author describes the various shapes that the coulds take upon 

themselves: 

••• all day long against this very wide field of blue the 
sky there floated tremendous palaces end ships and strange 

18. Mccarter, Winning the Wilderness, p. 22. 
19. Mccarter, VanguardSC>f the Plains, p. 50. 
20. Mccarter, A.Master'~Degr°ee~247. 
21. ttcCarter,. The Price of the Prairie, P• 157. 
22. l1!arshall, The Entering ¥:edge, pp. 9-10. 
23. Mccarter, ~Master's Degree, p. 292. 



animals and angels and mansions made of "1hite clouds.24 

As is well known~ the Kansas elima~e, particularly in the western 

part of the state, 1s considered quite healthf'nl, and patients are sent from 

eastern states to those sections. The theme of ?lrs. JJeCarter•s The Peace of 

~ Solomon Valley, is thet of a young man sent from the East to the 

Solomon Valley, not far from Waconda Springs, in order to be cured of 

rheumatism.. A passage. in the book refers to the health-giving properties 

of Kansas air: 

"And· y-ou remember what six months in the Solomon Valley did 
for me? I came home sound as a dollar and never had a twinge 
of rheumatism since that eu.illriler. 1'25 

One other author. Emma u. Vaughn, mentions the peculiar qualities 

of the air of this state: 

They say there is something about the place that Just takes 
hold of you. The very air over there is full of life and vigor., 
and after you have lived there a while ypu can't be contented 
_anywhere else.~6 · 

The milder aspects of Kansas nature have been discussed at some 

length in the foregoing pages. The Kansas authors are just as vivid and as 

intensive in their descriptions of Nature in angrier moods. 

The type of storm which one thinks of most often in connection 

with the prairie country is the tornado or cyclone. Several novelists 

describe this kind of storm at length. Unquestionably the most vivid ac-

count is the one given by Knight in Tommy 2.£ .::!!:. Voices: 

24. Knight, Tommy of the Voices. p. 42. 
25 •. P. 9. --
26. Vaughn, ~ cresap Pension, p. 21. 



It had become quite dark, a blackness seemed to press 
down upon the earth. A stillness like death prevailed. • •• 
No air stirred. Nature caught her breath in the face of the 
impeh<Ung storm. Suddenly s distant flash of lightning crack-
led in the blackness and a roll of thunder began only to be 
brought up short and cease es though it had been choked off 
by an invisible hand •••• Then the storm broke •••• 

Tommy heard the wind coming out of the southwest; it came 
with the mighty sound of escaping stream. a gentle pressure 
at first, but mounting with a· rush .... 

A nash of lightning flamed closer at band in the black-
ness, followed by the same short unfinished roll of thunder; 
the wind bore down with increasing strength; its weight grew 
from a deep hoerse soughing until it became,, a screaming thing 
that whined and shrieked; it seemed olmost that it had been 
caught in its own terrible pressure end was being squeez~d 
until it :cried out .with pain •••• 

Of a sudden the earth seemed to strike back at the in-
visible wind and cast it from her as a sleeper throws off his 
blanket •••• JJ:he blackness of' the sky lifted slightly ••• the 
blackness that had been all about them sucked into a great 
twisting, rolling mass as he had seen sticks and leaves 
drawn into a whirlpool in the river. The twisting mass reared 
itself until its head reached into the elouds, and all the 
vast powei~ ••• was drawn into the whipping tail of it •••• The 
rain was beating down upon them.27 

Mrs. 1.tcCarter also describes a tornado.- A fact thet lends a 

melodramatic touch to the account is that a band of Indians is hiding 

behind Paw~ee Rock. read~r to attack a wagon train bound for Santa ·Fe. 

Through the agency or the storm, this band is destroyed, end the 

train passes unmolested. 

Ju9t before daybreak a huge black elryud came boiling up 
out of the southwest, with a weird yellow band across the 
sky before it •••• The air waa motionless end hot above us, the 
upper heavens were beginning to be threshed across by clouds, 
&nd the silence hung like a weight upon us •••• the hot -still 
air holding· its breath against the oncoming tornado •••• The 
black cloud swept swiftly onward, w! th the weird yellow glare 

~7. Pp~ 12-16. 
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before it.,..Hotter grew the air and darker the swiftly rolling 
clouds •••• suddenly, an angry wlnd leaped out of the sky• "beating 
back the hot dead air with gigantic flail a of fury. Then the 
storm broke with tornado rage and cloudburst floods,_ and in its 
track terror reigne6 •••• This mad blast of the prairie storm . 
was like nothing we bad ever heard or seen before. A yellow 
glare filled the sky, a halt-illumined evil glow. as if to hide 
what lay behind it. One breathed in fine sand, and tasted the 
desert dust. ~ehind it. all copper-green, a broad, lurid band 

,swept up toward the zenith. Under its weird, unearthly light, 
the prairies and everything upon them. took on a ghastly hue. 
Then csme the inky-black stonn eloud---long, runnel-shaped. 
pendulous-and in its deafening roar and the thick darkness 
that could be felt, and the awful sweep of its all-engulfing 
embrace, the senses failed and the very breath of life seemed 
beaten away .. The rioods fell in streams, hot, then suddenly 
cold. And than a fusilade of hail bombarded the net prairies, 
def'enseless beneath the munitions of the heavens •• , .. 

Just at the moment t11hen destruction seemed upon us; the 
long,., sw.inging cloud-funnel lifted.. Vie heard it passing high 
above us. Then it dropped against the face of old Pawnee Rock~ 
that must· have held the trail law through ell the centuries of 
storms thet have beaten against 1 ts bold, stern front. One 
tremendous blast, one crashing boom; as 1! the foundations of 
the earth were broken loose, and t~ thing had left us far 
behind., .••• l)aylight burst upon us in a;, moment, end the blue 
heavens smiled down on the clean-wash~d·prairies.28 · 
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Thunder storms are frequently associated with tornadoes or with 

wind. Many authors describe thunder storms and rein.. Miss Stephens and 

Charles lI. Sheldon give the most vivid accounts, though others are 

worthy of citation here. 

The account written by Sheldon is es follows: 

"We have some most tremendous thunder storms here in Ma.y
and June and they generally come up out of the southwest late 
in the afternoon. very often et seven or eight o'clock. They 
are terri fie. 0 •••

A grey line was spreading over the sky clearly defined 
against the blue. 11'here was no breeze stirring. A moist., 
muggy heat rose up from the dusty road.... ··- · 

The grey line •• ·.had swept up. over the sky ond covered 

28. Vanguards.<?!~ Plains, pp. 7S-77; 80-82. 



the sun and back under the line was a great green-black cloud 
covering all the southwest heaven. through the green bank 
intense electric power flashed and a feint breeze sti~red the 
leaves of the boxelder trees •••• The green black cloud· had 
swept up with astonishing quickness and it was getting dark 
... a pstter or hail-stones fell around him and before he had 
reached the little porch big drops of rain spattered over the 
grass. A warm air touched his cheek ••• and the '.trees suddenly 
bent over and a dull roar came to his ear like the beat of the 
surf on the old Maine coast ••• the prairie thunderstorm in ell. 
its fury came bounding in from its wide priaire stretches and 
fell with wild roar ••• blotting out the sunlight and crashing 
with all its elemental power over the crouching and terrified 
town.29 

Miss Stephens writes as follows: 

A thunder storm had crashed down upon Laurel Town that 
afternoon. Rain came in sheets. Thunder rolled so continu-
ously that it seemed one vast rumble. now in the zenith, now 
off on the horizon. And electricity had been so fiuidly in-
tense that it fairly 'balled in red light end shot amid the 
greenery. 

After the storm the air stood in drenched stillness, 
weary with excess'ive action. From the land vapors slowly 
rose and stood enveloping Mount Oread. Birds kept silent. 
Leaves hung in perpendicular from< weight of the waters whieh 
had washed them. Mosses stood out~ their every feather-tip 
surfeited.50 . · 
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Some other writers describe thunderstorms. A few quotations 

from their works will be given here to show their method of handling this. 

subject. 

Mrs. l!cCarter writes thus: 

The silence was broken by a sudden peal or thunder over-
head. At the same instant the blackness of midnight lifted 
itself above the stone ledges and dropped down upon the Cor-
ral, smothering everything in darkness. A rushing whirlwind, 
a lurid blaze of' lightning,. and a second peal or thunder •••• 
Then the darkness thickened end the storm's fury burst.· •• e 
mad lashing of bending tree-tops, e blinding whirl of dust 

29. Sheldon, Howard Chase, Bed Hill, Kansas, pp. 68-70.-zo. Life st Laurel Town, pp. 110-111 • ........_._ _......._,



filling the air. the thunder's terrific cannonade, the in-
cessant blaze of lightning, the rat111ng of the distant rain; 
and above all these, unlike them a11. a ateedt dreedful roar-
ings coming nearer each moment.51. 

Haldeman-Julius gives this account: 

The rain had lessened a little end now the wind began 
to shake the house, rattle the windows and scream es it tore 
its way over the plains. IJ'he sky flared white end the world. 
lighted. up suddenly• as though the Sllll bad been turned on from 
an electric switch. At the same instant she saw a bolt of 
lightning strike a young tree by the roadside, heard the 
sharp click as it hit. and then watched the fiash dance about,· 
now on the road, now along the barbe{ wire fencing~ Then the 

· world went black again. And a rumble grew to an earth-shaking 
blast of thunder.;. The next bolt broke above the house. end 
the light 1 t threw showed her the stripling split and lying 
on the ground. She could hear the rain coming down again. 
now in rivers. There was unchsined wrath in the down-pour, 
viciousness. It was a madman rushing in to rend and tear. 
It frothed, end writhed, and spat hatred.32 

Miss Apl1Do~On describes this storm: 

The air grew suddenly still •••• A flurry of big splashing 
raindropsl A swishing water,. sound in the airl The bitter 
smell of wet duatl Then the cloud-roof opened and the deluge 
came throughJ ••• The thunder was a ).oud-deep .. continuous roar, 
broken by· dreadful explosive crashed, that seemed to come si-
multaneously from the sky above us, the air around us, end the 
earth beneath our feet.35 · 

Marshall and Mrs. Mccarter give these vivid descriptions of· 

storms: 

The sky wee a curtain of lurid flame, the thunder re-
verberated through the air and died away like the sound of 
distant artillery, the rain poured down in blinding floods 
••• 1t· was one of those awfully majestic exhibitions of Na-
ture's mighty forces, not uncommon in the early days or 
Kanses.M 

51. Mccarter, A 'h!ester•s Degree,. p. 75. 
52. Dust, PP• 206-207. · 
53. -rogrims of the Plains, PP• 162-163. 
54. Marshell. The Entering Wedge, PP• _61-62. -----
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That night Kansas was swept across bythe very wo.rst 
storm that I have known in all these sixty years_. It lifted 
above the town and spared the beautiful oak grove in the, 
bottom lands beside us. Further down it swept the valley 
clean, and the bluf~ about 'the cave had not one shrub on 
its rough sides. The lightning, too, played strange pranks. 
The thunderbolts shattered trees and rocks. uprooting the 
one and rending and tumbling the other in huge masses of 
debris·upon the valley.35 

Both dust and hail storms are described byDr. Hinkle in 

l3laek storm: 

There was a reddish tinge in the air, and the sun, that 
had been brightly shining• had become dim and almost hidden 
in a strange darkened veil. The wind that blew almost con-
stantly across the plains had ceased •••• He saw coming down 
from the north, a vast, swiftly-moving, reddish-looking cloud 
---a cloud as far on either side as the eye could see---one 
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of the worst dust storms in the history O·f western Kansas was 
bearing. down upon him •••• Although the late evening sun had 
been still faintly shining t'nrough a veil, the day now suddenly 
want almost dark and there was a wild, incessant roaring about 
his ears •••• And now he heard above the roar of the blinding 
dust, another sound, a · roar ~ ~~ soundedsteady, sini star• 
loude~ it came and nearer, and nearer, end then the dust 
storm vanished in a deafening, blinding crash of ten million 
hailstones beating on the earth, and the night fell black 
around tim.~ •• For an hour the hail roared and pelted down, 
then began to lessen and a cold rain began driving down, 
moaning and hov11ing through the trees and thickets e long the 
little stream.36 ~ 

Rain, not specifically accompanied by thunder or any other at-

tendantevils, is mentioned again and again: 

During the second week in June the 'Worst rains of a gen-
eration began falling in the region of the John Mcn>nald 
range. F't>r more than two weeks the dreary, leaden clouds hid 
the sun nnd the watery heavens opened on the earth. What had 
been quiet, tinkling brooks in shadyravines suddenly became 
· angl'y torrents, rushing and surging toward the streams of the 
Republican and the Smoky Hill which joined here to form th~ 
Kaw.

35. UcCarter, · The Price of the Prairie, p. 130. 
26. Pp. 140-14S:- - -



Day after day and night attar night the raini'ell, and 
day and night came the sounds of the water roaring down 
through deep cuts in the hillsides, while cracks und lesser 
streams, bank i'ull, rushed on to pour their swollen torrents 
into the rapidly rising Kaw.57 

The early · May rains f'ollowing that April were such as 
we had never known in Kansas before. The Meosho became bank-
full; then it spread out over the bottom-lands, flooding the 
wooded valley-, creeping up and up towards the bluffs.38 

Winter storms of snow and sleet are not uncommon in Kansas or 

in the Kansas novel.,. A fe\V excerpts will serve to show the treatment 

accorded them by the novelists. 

For exa.~ple• Wright has this to say: 

Usually in the latitude of Boyd City, tho weather re-
mains clear and not very cold until the first of the new 
year; but this winter was one of the exceptions v1hich are 
met with in every climatey and the first of December brought 
zero weather. Indeed, it had been unusually cold for several 
weeks. rrhen, to make ma ttera worse, a genuine western blizzard 
came h0v1ling across the prairie, and whistled and screamed 
about the streeta.39 

Cratcher and Munger also describe·blizzards and snow storms: 
. . 

· The chill or the storm began to creep through the thin 
walls. One look outside wus enough. Huge blasts of wind were 
hurling down from the frozen regions of the north. It was one 
of those sudden changes to sanm.on on the plains. The rush or 
· clouds totally obscured the uuu. The cold was becoming more 
and more intense. The wind fairly ho,1led a gale. Particles 
or ice went skimming along with the snow, which was not fall-
ing gently, but being driven here and there in great shift-
illt' eddies across the prairie.40 

••• an ominous looking bank of dull grey cloud in the 
northweat •••• The wind gave a little twisting flurry~ and 
dropped canpletely •••• A few minutes later there was a puff 

37. Hinkle. Black storm, p. 42. 
38. Mccarter, The Price o.f the Prairie. pp. 77-78. 
39. Wright, ThatPrinterortftfell's, p. 149. 
40. Oretcher, i'he Kansan,p. 92. 
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or wind from the opposite Jirection, .succeeded by a feeling 
or- a chill ••• the advance-guard or fine snow began. to sift 
down from the leaden sky above ... with a roar the blizzard 
tell upon him, blotting out the landscape bef'ore him as com-
pletely as it a curtain bad fallen botweon.41 . 

Mrs. Mccarter describes blizzards several times: 

The next attornoon·a blizzard ca.me whirling out of the 
northwest, and twilight settled down in the middle of. the 
atternoon •••• The snow came in great flapping, swirling sheets, 
the cold cut like splintered glass, and the wind from every . 
point of the compass beat the earth with tho fury of a demon. 42 

Meantime the wind was at its wildest, and the plains 
blizzard swirled in blinding bitterness along the prairie ••• 
The wind swept in long angry shrieks ·tram the northwest. The 
snow seemed one dizzy, maddening whirlpool of white f'lalces 
hanging forever above the enrth.43 

Dr. Hinkle in several passages recounts a very severe winter 

during which the hero of his story, a dog, has to live in the open: 

One of the worst winters in the history of Kansas struck 
in early December of' that year. ~a cold of the past was as 
nothing to this. Day after day and n1gb.t after night its rush-
ing blasts swept over hill and plain. It hurled down from its 
storm-clouds a vast, deop blanket ot snow, filling many ra-
vines to a dangerous depth; it froze every swale and creek; 
it howled like· demons through the ~ed woods, and reached 
out with icy fingers to clutch and kill every wild thing with-
out rood or shelter •••• For a week it snowed every night. ~on 
the snow ceased, but the leaden clouds h\Ulg low. and the north 
wind hissed and howled across desolate frozen wastes, and in 
the woods it dropped to a 1ow, moaning sound, as. it swung and 
creaked the frozen bougb.s.44 

The temperature dropped to 36 degrees below zero, where 
it hw1g quito steadily, rising slightly about noon. but again 
dropping swiftly as the night settled down. It was a winter 
never to be forgotten, with its short, dark days. and incred-
ibly numerous howling·blizzards.45 

41. Munger, The Wind Before the Dawn, p. 359. 
42 •. The Cottonwood's story, 'iii,7~6. 
43. 'winning the Wilderness, P• 125. 
44. · Tawny~ p:-i"35. 
45. Ibid. p. 138. 
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OtheI" references which might be given are many. Tw~ more will 

be sufficient here to show the writers' treatment of Nature in her winter 

mood. 

Miss Lynn wri tea: 

No one had expected such cold weather as this. The last 
winter. the first one for the most of the colony, had been 
warm and charming all through,, and settlers had ardently 
congratulated themselves on their choice of climate .... Tents 
and unfinished buildings proved only paper barriers to the 
icy prairie wind.46 , 

Mrs. Mccarter also describes a winter or hardship; 

The fury of the storm increased. out in the open country 
it hammered mercilessly- on the flat, reaist1eas, grassy plains. 
It wrenched in wrath at every_ tree and shrub. It screamed in 
anger down every open draw and shaded ravine. It hurlea its 
violent rage upon every human habitation, and the shelter 
built by human hands for dumb animals.4'7 

so far; wind, except in connection with tornadoes, thunder storms, 

and blizzards, h~s not been mentioned; and yet 1 t was one of the most im-

portant factors in the lives or the settlers •. The constant, monotonous 

winds have done more to unsettle the minds and unatrinB the nerves of lone-

ly pioneer women than 1nost .of the other hardships or their l1vos. It is 

the Kansas wind which has helped to fill the asylums ot the state. One 

author has written or the winds a~ nthose monoto~ous, unresting winds*'.48 

Why the settler should reel so about them is well told in the following 

passages from Mrs. Mccarter' a · Winning ~ Wilderness: 

The next day, and for many days tallowing, the wind blew; 
fiercely and unceasingly it blew, carrying every movable thing 
before it. ffllatever was tenuing in its direction. it helped 
over the ground amazingly. Whatever tried to move in the f'ace 

46. Free5011, p. 97. 
47. ATia:uo'f Men, P• 167. 
48. cowgill:-over ~ Border, (Kansas Farmar, APril 14. ) 



ot it had to fight for every inch or the way. It whipped all 
the gold from the sunflowers and thri!shed them mercilessly 
about. It snapped the slender stems of the big• bulgy-headed 
tumbleweeds, and sent them tumbling over and over. mile arter 

·mile, until they were caught at last in some draw. like help-
less living things, to sv1ell the heap for some prairie fire 
to feed upon. It lifted the sand from. the river bed nnd swept 
1 t in a prairie sbioon up the slope• wrapping the 11 ttle ca-
bin in a cloud of gritty dust. The cottonwoods along the water-
way moaned as if in pain and flung up their arms in feeble 
protest. The wild plum bushes in the draw were almost buried· 
by the wind-borne drift smothering.the nnrrow crevice. ·while 
out on the plains the long lashing waves of bending grass 
made the eyes burn with weariness. And the sun watched it all 
with unpitying stare, and the September heat was maddening.49 

The Kansas writers dwell especially upon the hot winds of the 

state. over and over again,. these winds ·and their etrocts upon the ·settlerst 

lives are described. 

All lovely was this springtime of 1874. Midsummer hqd 
another story to tell. A story of a wrathful sun in a rain-
less sky above a .parched land. swept for duys together by
the searing·south winds.50 

The never-ceasing south wind had begun to blow hardor, 
coming hot and shriveling from the gates· of whatever infer-
no bred it to blast and torture the Kansas plains •••• Wild : 
flowers by the roadside hung doapondently, the gray bunch 
grass stood sore and brittle •••• The refreshing rills which 
had sparkled dovm the old buffalo trails a tew weeks earlier, 
promising water in abundance, had.dried up to the lo.at drop; 
their hard-baked beds were cracked.51 . 

Then came the burning drought, day after dey, when clouds 
banked high but no rain caxne; days ot hot winds, stifling dust, 
withering corntields and gardens.52 

Mrs. Murphy, in Lois Morton•a Investment, describes the effect ot 

the summer wind upon corn: 

49. McCarter, Winning~ Wilde1~ness, P.• 30. 
50. Ibid •• P• 87. 
51. Ogden, -~ ~ Dodge, p. 223. 
52. Cretcher, ~ Kansan, pp. 97-98. 
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··rhe rain ceased with the, caning of the hot .ruly days~
During the day the leaves of the corn v1ould roll up and look 
so thirsty for rain, but the cool nights would ~etresh 1t. 
al though no dew was anywhere perceptible, and the. morning 
would find it erect, again flinging to the prairie breeze its 
glistening green b~ers. 

Then ca;ne ~ day when the wind blew strongly from the 
south all day•.•••Nor did the wind go down with the coming of 
evening as usual. .All night long it ~nept the plains ..... The · 
morninc; found the wind still bl.owing. 1:1.S the sun rose higher 
and hl@.er in the eastern sky, his beams seemed to heat it 
until it felt like a blast from an oven ... next morning the 
poor corn no longer unrolled its banners bravely- they were 
parched ~d dried till they crwn.bled at the slightest touch.53 

Emerson, Haldema.n•juliua, and Ogden all. describe the effect of 

the wind upon people, in both a temporary,and a permanent way: 

The hot wind began blowing a. regular gale •••• J.\s the day 
advanced the wind became hotter and hotter ••• a :f'ew minutes' 
exposure would blister the face and hands of tho hardiest 54 .farmer •. 

Kansas wind. Kansas well~water and ronsas sun had played
their usual havoc, g1ving her slcin the dull sand color so 
common in the sunflower state.55 . 

It was ao hot already, the cea.aeleas day wind blowing· 
as 1:f it trailed across a tire, that one telt shivers o:r heat 
go over the skin; so hot th~t the heat was bitter to the 
taste. and shade was only an .aggravation.56 

The sun came out aa hot as before, the withering wind 
blew from the wouthwest plaguing and distorting the fancy of· 
men.57 · 

Mrs. McCarter writes o:r the part \Vhich the wind had in creating 

a "blow-outtt; that is, a tract of' drifting sand: 

·uA blow-out is never satisfied until it has swallowed all 
the land in the landscape ••• A few years ago there was just·a 
sandy outcrop along a little draw ••• the line or some prehis-

53. Pp. l86-l87. , . 
54. Ji;mers on,, Buell Hamnton1 pp. 246-247. 
55.: Haldeman-Julius, Dust, p. 145. 
56. Ogden. Trail 'a End, p. 245. 
57. Ibid., p. 277. -



toric river-bed• I suppose; •• ·.·something started. the sand to 
drifting.· It increased as the wind blew away the soil; the 
more wind. the more sand; the more sand the more wind. c:rhey
worked together until what had been a narrow belt spread enor-
mously.·.·.inaking acres of waste ground.58 
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Thus far, wind has been discussed only as a disagreeable part 

of the nature ot Kansas. Lest the reader be under the rdaapprehension 

that that is the only way in which the Kansas novelist treats wind, a 

few passages will be quoted here·to show that the wind may be of plea-

sure to the inhabitants of the state. 

White has this to say about the subject: 

The wind blew through the gaunt branches or the cotton-
wood trees in the yard, and far down in the valley crone the 
moaning as of many waters, and the wind played its harmonies 
in the woodlot.59 

Miss Lynn mentions wind as .a pleasant part of nature, as do· 

t1rs. Mccarter and Emerson: 

Then as the charm of a. distant wood called his New li:ng-
land eye. he.turned southward toward it, tree of purpose, as 
the wind that blew in his taco. The prairie wind was in it-
self a companion and a constant invitation to him. No other 
element ot the new country seemed so lite-stimulating as this 
very breath of it, whether he journeyed lightly with it or 
met its fresh greeting as he rode.GO 

There is something soothing and- healing in the breezes 
tha.t sweep up the sage Brush on summer avenings. 01 

on the fifth morning at daybreflk the cool breeze that 
sweeps the prairies in the early dawn flowed caressingly · 
along the Grass River va.lley.62 

A.s they turned to view the long low swe~l or land to 
tho northward. a cool wind came sweeping over its crest, 
bringing the vigor of' refreshing in its caress.63 · 

58. McCarter, The Reclaimers, PP• SS-89.-
59. Vlhi te, .!!l the Heart .2£ ~ Fool, pp. 155-156. 
60. Lynn, }"ree soil, p. 55. 
61. Mcco.rter;-TheReclaimers~ p. 146. 
62. Mccarter, wi'iining ~ Wilderness, p. 97. 
63. I!cCarter, ~ Corner stone, p. 57. 



The cool breezes from the tar-away foothills came gentM 
down glnddening the landsc~p~.with their refreshing breath. 
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Only one author, Mrs. McCarter, mentions the subject of _mirages. 

Two such quotations will serve to show the· .descriptions of t~is phenomena: 

The day was very hot. with the scorching breeze or the 
plains that sears the eyeballs dry. Through the heat and the 
glare we pressed on over long, white monotonous miles ••• ahead
of us ran the taunting mirage--c.ool, aparlding water rippling 
between green ba.nks--reeed~ng as we approached. 65 · . 

suddenly lifting her eyes she saw far across a stretch 
of burned prairie a landscape of exquisite beauty. In the 
foreground lay a little lake surrounded by grassy banks and 
behind it, on a alight elevation, stood a mansion house or 
the old Colonial style with white pillared portico, and 
green vines and forest trees casting cool shade. Beyond it, 
wrapped in mist, rose a mountain height with a road winding 
pictures~uely in and out along 1ts side .... "lt's only the 
mirage.tt 6

The excerpts and passages quoted in the preceding pages will 

show something ot the way in which the Kansas novelists treat the sub-

ject ot atmospheric conditions in their·novels. As can :readily be 

seen from the diacusaion made, the authors ot this state consider 

atmospheric phenomena of great iin.portance; of so greo. t, import. indeed, 

that they discuss it in its relation to their characters very often. 

Probably it, more than any other phase· of nature, rnore closely con-

cerns and is more bound up with the lives of the people of the state. 

Animals and plants, play a large part in the lives or the settlers; but 

the weuther--storms, wind, drouth, warmth, and cold---affeot people 

more than all other phases or no.ture •. 

64-. Emerson, Buell Ht-u5:ton, P• 237. 
65. Mccarter, Vanguards !?£.~Plains. pp. 296-297. 
66. Mccarter, Winnipg ~ Wilderness. p. 119. 



CHAP'IER V 

THE SEASONS

Unlike the treatment ot the various topics discussed in 

the preceding chapters, the description of the seasons by the Kansas 

authors is not particularly striking or original. The fact is that 

the seasons have been described so often by authors of all states 

. and countries, that there is 11 ttle new that can be said. Authors 

trom. very early times have expatiated upon the· heat of summer, the 
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cold of winter, and the delights of spring and Indian summer. The 

Kansas novelists· have followed their example in writing of the delights 

and the discomforts of the various seasons; but they have not con-

tributed anything essentially new to the liter.ature on the seasons. 

As might be expected, spring is a favorite topic with the 

Kansas.novelists. Almost without exception, their treatment or it is 

dwelling upon the soft air, the pleasant sun, the songs of birds, the 

budding of trees and flowers, and all the other manifestations that go 

.to make up the springtime whether in Kansas or in other states or 

countries. A few illustrations will serve to show the terms which the 

novelists employ in the descriptions. 

~las Stephens, in several passages in the novel, !:.!!2..!i 
Laurel Town. describes the springtime: 

. ·. :a Kansas spring was burgeoning---the verdue of 
A,pril, indescribably luscious May days. J"une air :fragrant 
with wild grape blossoms and musical with stir of leaves. 



'l'han the coming ot spring in Kansas nothing can be
more beautiful. Winds do blow over rolling lands. Even in 
February. as if conscious of a mighty secret they pur.pose 

. 1ater to reveal, they qegin· a hollow murmur ••• Mot all . 
. days are calm.

Neither are all days warm. Fros~s dart tromupper airs. 
But tree trunks· brighten. and the onward push of' 

beauty is so superb--oolor 1n slcy' and budding thin.gs; the 
very soil gleams back at you-there is no telling in words. 

All leading to May--to the earth inwrought with 
violets,· flowering star...;.grasses. mandrake, yellow blossoms or 
·the oxali·s. _native blue phlox. And above this carpet from 
the Eternal's loom, tree and shrub leafed in rose velvet 
or fresh green. thrushes fluting, mourning dove lamenting-
passion to mate and the meadow-lark •. 

"Scattering his loose notes in the waste of air." 
With 3une aheadl •• a heaven of sapphire-blue, on-

spurring fruits of an ambition, up-sending soil and their 
message for the furthering or man; standing from dawn to 
that veiling hour when gray sphinx-moth and ruby-throated 
humming-bird search their supper 1n the cup or the trumpet-
flower.0 

fb.ese closings ot the day~ at times, especially in 
Mq and June., forerun by rainbows, we o:rten gathered, like 
a group of Parsees~ to watch the skyts tumbling, tumultua17 
vapors-billows c:Mmson, golden, amethyst, sea-green,. and 
sottgreys,, shading to black; or a gleaming globe,. unattended 
by cloud serapiim, s1nk1n~ in solitary splendor behind the 
western hills. 

. . 
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cooper. 1n his novel, ~~ Frontier. also describes. the 

spring: . 

.Spring Wll,S here; the carpeting or the plains were soft 
with the early- breaking of wild flowers, raising their jewel-
ed heads for a few fragrant weeks before the scorching heat 
should cut them down again; the wild graas was springing up 
in the valleys, and the butfalo·runs were becoming deei,cut 
again with the sharp hoots of. the thouiands heading northward 
from the shelter of the winter months. 

1. pp. 9-ll. 
2. P .. ll.8. 



Mrs. McCarter and William Alle~ White also write of this 

season ot the year: 

May came in its appointed time. In Kansas. the 
l}lOnth of wild roses, and odorous verbenas; the month of 
deep blue skies. and snoy-white. silken-aoft cumulus 
clouds; the month of balmy air• or golden noontides. and 
crystal-clear, star-gemmed nights; the month of' bird's 
song and sweet-voiced zephyrs; the montll or grow!ng things 
-them.other-month of all exquisite loveliness. 

It was an April day in the _Walnut Valley, with al1 the 
freshness or the earth just washed and perfumed by A.Pril 
showers. ~e sunshine was pale gold. There was a gray-
green f1l.my' light from budding trees, and the old-time 
miracle or the grass was wrought out once more before the 
eyes or men. The orchards along the Walnut were faintly 
pink, and the eggs in the robin's next, the south winds 
purring through the wooded spaces; the odor or tar-plowed 
furrows.on the prairi4 f'arms, all gave asauronce of' the 
year's gladdest days. · 

It had been one of' those we.rm days when spring is 
just coming into the world. All day the boy had been roam-
ing the wide prairies. The voices of the wind in the brollll
grass and in the bare trees by the creek had found their way 
into his soul ••.• Out there. looking eastward over the prairies 
ohecked in brown eath~ and green wheat, and old·grnss f'a.ded 
from russet to lavendar, with the grey- woods worming their 
way.through the vnlleys~5 . 

One author mentions the well-known tact that the Kansas 

clirnate ls subject to sudden change from hot to cold and vice versa: 

Probably in no place in the world 1a the •eather sub-
ject to such swift and striking changes as 1n Kansas ••• It 
sometimes happens that winter, with the most astonishing 
sUddenness, melts into warm spring. ~is latter was what 
had happened during the middle or this !!..arch. • .He opened the 
door of his cabin ••• to reel a warm south wind blowing in 

3. Mccarter, A Wall or Men, p. 305. 
4. Mccarter. :iiiast"erfsl)eee, P• 144. 

~ 5. White, ''!a. the. Heart _£!:.~Fool., p. 450. 
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his face. Water w~s dr1pp1µg tr~rn the root of his cabin; the snow 
had begun melting an hour beto~e day-light. 6 . · : 

. . 

Another author compares the Kansas spring with that of 

New England:

Ellen~s eyes, used to .sha1•ply-outlined New England, 
followed the soft rise and tal1 of the hills nnd noted the deep-
ening of green where one slope gently met another •. 'lhe tender 

_spring green warm and 'old~touched in the sunlight, was not a 
color but lite itself. · 
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In the Kansas summer, contrary to what was true ot the 

spr1ngt1me7 there is much that the novelists cannot delight in. For 

every description showing enjoyment · of' the Kansas summer,. there are two 

dwelling on drouth, heat,. and discomtor"t. The following quotations will 

serve as accounts ot the discomforts or the season: 

i'he heat of a ~uly day beat pitilessly down on the 
scorching plains. ·The weary trail stretched endlessly on to-
ward a somewhere in the yellow distance that meant shelter 
and safety. Spiral gusts of air gathering out of' the low hills 
to the southeast picked up great cones of dust and whirled them 
zigzagging across the brown barren face or the land. Every draw 
was bone dry; even the greener growths along · their sheletered sides, . 
where the last moisture hides its elf• wore a sickly sallow hue .• 8 

••• the west where the hot air quivered betv,een the 
iron·earth and a sky of brass .. 9 

Not a cloud ha.d yet scarred the heavens,. not a dewdrop 
had glistened in the morning sunlight. Clearly,. August ,,as out-
ranldn~ J"uly as·king of a season of glaring light and withering 
heat.1 . 

• • • the blaze of' aun which soon must break upon them 
. tor a parching season again. The dust lny deep under tho feet, 
gray on their roofs where shingles curled like autumn leaves 
in the sun.11 . 

6. Hinkle• Taw&• p. 184. 
7. Lynn, Free Soil, pp. 33-34. 
a. McCarter;-TheReolaimers, pp! 130-131., 
9. Mccarter. ·Winning~ Wilderness, p. 96.•

10. Ibid., p. 93. 
ll. Ogden, Trail's End, pp. 215-276. ----



He had been through. some hot and dry spells in the 
Arkansas Valley, but never one as dry and hot as thia.12 

Cooper, Knight, Haldeman-Ju11us, and several others all . 

mention summer: 

A blazing sun of early August beat glaring, mercilessly 
down through the clear atmosphere of western Kansas, upon 
p~rched ground, the gruy-blue stretches of sagebrush, the 
dry- arroyas of sandy-bedded strea.ms.•13

There was no happiness 1n those fields when burned by
the August winds. the soil breaking into cakes that left 
crevices which seemed to groan tor water. That sky with its 
clouds that gave no rain was a hard sq.14 

Only once before in her memory had there been such a 
summar and such a drought. The corn leaves burned to a 
crisp brown, ·the ground cracked and broke into cakes and 

. dust piled high 1n thick velvety folds on weeds and gro.ss.15 
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The summer passed with its 1ong hot days, and its 
sultry nights when sleep was out or the question until the 
early morning hours after the heated earth had cooled som.ewhat.16 

••• those long hot miles. while the J'une sun rose higher 
and the grass-blades seemed to pulsate before his eyes 1n the 
heat-w~ves touching them.17 

Then came the burning drought, day after day when clouds 
banked high but no rain crone; days o:r hot winds, stifling 
dust, withering cornfields and gardens ••• Even the sturdy 
sunflowe~s by the roadside surrendered and stood disconsolate 
witli golden heads drooping. Only along the lowlands in the 
creek bottom was there green vegetation.18 

A few wri tars seem to have found pleasure in sunnner in 

Kansas. A few quotations will be sufficient to show their thoughts: 

J'une came--June and the soft night wind, and the warm 
stars; June with lts new deep foliage and its fragrant grass 

, and treas and flowers; June with a mocking bird singing through 
the night to its brooding ma.te.19 

12. Ogden, Trail' s ~. pp. 275-276. 
13. Cooper, ~~Frontier, p. 200. 
14. Haldeman-J'ulius. Dust. p. 45. 
15. Ibid., p. 249. 
16. Murphy, ~Morton's Investments p. 127. 
17. Lynn, Free Soil, p. 229. 
18. Oretcher, The Kansan. pp. 97-98. 
19. White, In the Heart or a Fool, p. 209; ....... -. - -------
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_ It·waa nearing the last days ot 1une. The cool night.breeze, 
so exhilarating in the southwe~t, died away each morning as the 
dawn streaked -the east. and, the sun ~limbed above the horizon.· 
The limitless sky bent above the earth in silence and grandeur. 
No breath of air stirred lenf., or flower. or grass-bla.de. It was 
_one ot a hundred such quiet, perfect days, on allY" one of which 
you might have searched the, heavens i'ro10. horizon to horizon and 
found neither cloud nor tho semblance of one.20 

!fhe. way was pleasant, for Nature had blessed the valley 
with all the beauty of' a wild rich land, where even in late 
midsummer the grasses grow 1ushand green, and a thousand golden 
blossoms bent before the soft rippling bil,ezes that poured over 
them like the waves of ari invisible sea. 

The gracious beauty of this August dawn. the soft, cool 
airs of the summer morning ••• ; the beauty of duw-diamonded 
grasses, and rainbow-tinted waves or prairie verdure> green and 
·orange yellow,, shimmering in the ~lden glory- · of the new-born 
day; the soft coo of birds astir. 2 . 

--~1'.ha treatment of' autumn in the Kansas novel is similar to 

that ot spring. Only a few instances~ be found where the fall is 

· described as too co1d or stormy for the deepest enjoyment. A few 

excerpts will suffice to illustrate this point. 

Oretcher and Knight mention autumn several times. The 

following quotations will serve to show the purpose here; 

lt was not autumn. The first frosts had changed the 
viviD green of the prairie grass to dull brown. and placed 
the purple billush Ul.)On the ripened prickly pears. Wild 
sunflowers dropped mournfully-. their blossoms loaded with 
seed~ The wild fowl were am!in in the land on their annual 
pilgrimage. to warmer climea.23 

20. Emerson,. Buell Hamp.to!!.• p. 242. 
21. Mccarter• In Old cu1vera. RP• llO-lll. 
22. Mccarter. The :Wall ._of. !~en'~q p. 421. 
23. Cretcher, l'!!!, Kansan, P• 31,. 



'.there crone a morning in early fall when the leaves were 
beginning to turn and a tew of the more venturesome ot them 
were already- riding the winds. The niggerhead daisies had 
vanished from the fields; the birds• except tor the sparrovts 
and the crows "i:8re gone; and the winds that now were blowing 
came not from No Man's Land, but from the slate-colored 
north., The J.ust was no longer deep in the roads, the rains 24 had come and gone, leaving them tilled with hard dry- clods. 

Mrs. Mccarter wri tea or- autumn many times in her books: 

All. this because· it was mid-October, a heaven-made 
autumn day in Kansas, with 1 ts gracious warmth and bracing 
breath; with the Indian summer haze in shimmering amethyst 
and gold overhanging the land; and the Walnut Valley, gor-
geous in ·the glow of the October frost-tires. w2%ding trom 
between broad seas of rainbow radiant prairies. 

October came again to Kansas with all the beauty ot 
autumn skies and rainbow-tinted prairies.· The Vinland Valley 
swam in the heliotrope haze. The Wakarusa went on its wind-
ing way to meet the Kaw. The woods along the shallow draws 
were purple end scarlet. The breez!& exhilarating as wine. 
swept in from the far sunny plains. 

William Allen White points out the e:f"tect of autumn upon 

a boy.: 

.••• but the most beautiful things he sees as the old 
year winds the passing panorama of life for his eyes is the 
sunshine and prairie grass ••• where the frosty breath ot 
autumn has turned the grasn to lavendar and pale heliotrope• 
and the hills roll away like silent music and the clouds 
idling lazily over the hillsides afar off cast dark shadows 
that drift in the lavendar sea. Now the smoke that the old 
year paints upon the blue prairie sky will fade as the year 
paasess ••• but the music in the boy's hear~, put there by 
the passing year, o.nd the glory of the sunshine and the prairie 
grass with the meadow~lark' s sad evening song as 1 t quivers 
for a moment in t~9 sunset air--thesa have been caught in 
the child's soul .. · . 

24. Knight, Topn;y: .E!,~ Voices,. pp. 68-69. 
25. ~Master's Degree, p. 40. 
25. A Wall or Men, pp. 491-492. 
27. .I.!!. the HeartE!, !.. Fool, pp. 159-160. 
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How and again the wri tars speak ot autumn as being not entirely 

pleasant and beautiful: 

One of those dripping, chilly, wet days our Kansas 
October sometimes mixes in with their opal-hued hours ot 
Indian Summer.28 

In Kansas no rain had fallen for months, except a tew 
tantalizing drops that sizzled and left scarcely a pellet ot 
mud on the parched ground. The Vinland Valley was a barren 
waste~ save tor the little grovtths that had struggled through 
the season in the most sheltered nooks or the ravines. The 
terrible drouth that f'ell upon the West from the midsummer ot 
1859 until November of 1860 seemed the final test ot the 
freedom-loving pioneers.29 

The treatment of winter is about equally divided between 

the pleasant and the unpleasant. While the bitter cold and the 

heavy snow and storms are stressed in many passages, the beauty of 

the winter landscape finds a place. also; 

The following examples will serve to illustrate the 

treatment of winter as a season of pleasant weather: 

It was mild afternoon, with no hint of winter, nor 
Christmas glitter or ice and snow about it. Just a glorious 
finishing of an idyllic Kansas autumn ~ounding out in the 

_beauty of a sunshiny mid-December day. O · 

Like ocean tides sweeping in from illimitable, watery 
spaces which no man can measure, the bleak December winds 
swept the open Kansas plains. And although the uplands were 
colorless and the Vinland Valley was only- a waste ot dead 
grasses with a black tracery ot lea.fleas boughs along its 
sheltered waterways, the shining, silvery- heavens were never 
so glorious, nor did pu§fle dawn and scarlet sunset lose one 
unit of their splendor. · 

••.• a yellow road as yet unpacked by snows or deep 
freezes; winter had been loath to assert itself this year. 

28. McCarter, ~ Price 2£. !!!!_ Prairie7 p. 301. 
29. McCarter, .! .!!!l .2!:. Man, p. 397. 
30. McCater. A Master's Degree, P• 233. 
31. A Wall of Men, P• 117 • .... ~ ....... ~ 
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Rather the day was one of warm coolness ••• dry powdery 
dust which matched with the yellowness of the plains al1 
about. the parched appearance or the deadened srass, tsB 
unrelieved spaces or the alight rises in the distance. 

Miss Lynn and Mrs. Mccarter both describe snow scenes: 

Where smooth unbroken stretches of green had lain 
in the summer. now lay stretches ot white as smooth and 
unbroken. In the summer they had thought the ·sky' as blue 
as sky could be, bu! now.it seemed even.blner, curving over 
the spaces or snow. 3 . · 

The snow was deep in the wooded spaces- Out on the 
blutr by the fallen log the ground was swept bare.· They 
reined in at the shelter of the evergreens and looked out 
over the valley, full ot a cold sunset light. A typical 

· winter snow scene was before them, pale and dainty in its 
·coloring, with faint touches of heliotrope and silver here 
and there. accented b7 the fine ebony tracing along the 
ravines~ while the pallid sky above was sloping down to 
scarlet and purple in the coid west.54 

Upon the ma.in trail the snow ~at had fallen after 
mid.night deepened in the lower places··. as the wind whirled 
it from the prairie swells •• ,But the open plains were 
bitterly cold and the.wind grew fiercer as the hours passed 
• • ..• And so, cold and· alone · in a white cruelty or solitary 
land bound~d only by the gray cruelty ot the sky. with a 
dimming trail before her under a deeper ggowtall, and with 
long miles behind her, she st~ggl.ed on. 

In the foregoing pages it has thus been demonstrated 

that the Kansas authors have nothing really new to write of the 

seasons. One could go on quoting for a considerable space the des-

criptions of winter, summer, spring, and fall; but such descriptions 

would be similar in thought, if' not in phrasing, to those which have 

been used here as examples. But those given will suffice as illustra-: 

tions, without running the risk of' being tedious to the reader. 

32. Cooper, The Last Frontier, p. l. 
33. Lynn, Free"soil, p. 107. 
34. Mccarter, A Wall~ Men. p. 216. 
55. Mccarter, Winning~ Wilderness, pp. 54-55. 
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CHAPTER VI 

LANDSCAPE Mm TOPOGRAPHY 

The usual landscape found in Kansas is one. of' rolling plains, 
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of almost treeless stretches of grassy country, broken. here and there by a 

meandering river fu.11 of sandbars and silt. A good deal is ma.de o·r the 

extent of the view, which stretches out before the spectator f'or miles. 

In a few instances, however, the Kansas novelist mentions such 

objects in the landscape as sand dunes, out·cro ppings of' rock, canyons, 

caves, and hills, features in the state ba.rdly expected by those who think 

of Kansas as all prairie. · One author describes at considerable length 

that strange phenomen, Waconda, that salty pool of immeasurable depth, rising 

and falling like the ocean tides. Several mention Pawnee Rock, an o·bject 

the more curious be~ause of the fact that nowhere else near it can be 

found rock, and because of its signif icnnce to early travelers across the, 

plains. The Kansas authors write or the Kansas rivers in a.11 stages, from 

the slu&:,ooish, drouth-shrunk stream of swnmer • to the raging torrent of 

spring. Now and then, one finds mention of coal mines, or oil or gas 

wells. Several kinds of rock are wtitten of in the Kansas novel, though 

none is treated at any great length. One a.u.thor, Marshall, gives his 

corolus.ions regarding the form tion of the prairies in the aeons long 

past. All in all, the Kansas author describes the landscape and topography 

or the state at considerable length. 

It is well at this point to give a few illustrations of the 

various features mentioned above. In the order named, the topics ta.ken 



up will comern the rolling prairie contours, the hills, the streams · 

and canyons. Waconia, and other m.ch mbjects. 

Knight gives two excellent descriptions of the prairie in his 

novel, Tommy !! .:1:!. Vo ices: 

Tommy- was fortunate in being born on the prairies; 
there ware no mountains tumbled about him to shut oat the 
horizon and narrow his world to a mere valley• there was no 
sea. with its eternal line of beach to split his world 1n half; 
whichever way he looked the earth kept on and on until it 
touched the sky, no matter how far he walked he never could see 
that he had approached an inch nearer to the sky's edge. There 
are those of little vision who :tnve called the prairies mono-
tonous, but the. t is because their minds have been cramped by
the cit ias or the valleys they have lived in; the wide sky is 
not in their souls} .the far horizonsare beyond the reach 'ot 
their myopic eyes. It was the breadth of expectation in 
Tommy. engendered by the prairies, that led him to look for-
ward to the fb.ture with confidence that it held vast possibilities 
for him.l 

••• He saw a great wide stretch of level plain, a. clean-shaved 
cheek of earth, all tqnned and sunburned with exposure. It ran · 
elee.r away to the west for miles and miles and miles. 2 

Miss Aplington also describes the prairie out lines: 

·This is no monotonously level plain. stretching away drearily 
into inte:nnim.ble distance. The· contour of' the country is 
beautif'u.lly diversified, with hills, not steep valleys, not 
wide, little rivers, not deep, and groves, not big enough to 
get lost in, but Big enough to afford a gra.tef'u.l shade for 
our noonday rest. 

Other writers besides Knight and Aplington mention the 

prairie stretcbe s. The following excerpts will serve to show their 

method of procedure: 

There was not e. ravine, not a hill. The land spread 
away there toward the east a.a level as if the sea whidh 

1. Pp. 88-89. 
2. P. 23. 

· 3. Pilgrims ~ the Plains, p. 158. 
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once covered it had drained off only a little while agq, 
sa.ch a little while. indeed. that the grass bad not got 
muab. of a start. 

A ·Kansas prairie is a veritable inland sea. From Yea.de to 
the northwest a broad expanse of buffalo grass lands stretch-
ed away for mny miles• almost e.s level as the top of' a 
table, without even a single gu.lly or rill to break its tire-
some monotony.5 

It was now early mmmer. From their very dooryard 
the unbroken prairie stretched away for miles and miles_ 
a carpet ot vivid green.s 

Straight to the west there was wide open plain ths.t 
la.y for two miles, slightly broken here and there by ro~l-
ing ground, between which were small gu.lche s and draws • 

• • • the unlimited open, and the world of' untouched 
grass, and the soft airy silence.a · 

In several of' her books, Mrs. ltdCarter describes the landscape 

in such typical passages as f"o llow: 

The broad green prairies of the \Vest roll back in 
huge billows from the Missouri bluffs, and ripple gently 

. on, to melt at lest into the level grassy pla.9ns sloping 
e.way to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. 

• • • the long, gray. waterless lani s of' the Cimarron 
country. Here we journeyed a.long monotonous levels that 
rose a.nd fell unnoted because of la.ck of landmarks to · 
measure by.10 

The shapes of things dif'fer. Instead or the churned-
up ridges and mgged timber-decked lands of Pennsylvania 
and York State, the Crea.tor of scenery chose to pour out 
this land mainlu a snooth and level and treeless pra.irie---
11ke choeo la.te on the top of' a layer ca.ke.11 

4. Ogden, Short Grass, P• 239. 
5. Emerson,. Buell Hampton, p. 3:>9. 
6. aretcher. The Kansan, pp. 24-£5. 
?• Hinkle, Bli'ek Storm, P• 84. 
a. Iivnn, The Land or Promise, p. 21. 
9. llanguards ~thePlains, p. 36. 

10. !bid., p. ws:-
11. ~ Reclaimers, pp. 208-209. 
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In contrast to the descrip_tions of level or rolling 

prairies, one fim s mch pictures ~s t~e following: 

••• no anything bu.t a fP read of young grass over th_e top
and sides of the hill. ·• .on -one hill ·she could look away 
off into a blue valley~ throll81 which the forded stream ran; 
but on the other, behind her, rolled hills like this one.12 

Beyond a. westward sweeping curve of the river~ s course 
the chase became a. climb up a lon.3 slope that grew steeper 
and steeper, Ct1ttirig off the view of the stream.13 

Their trail grew narrower and more secluded, winding 
up a steep hill between high banks. Half v;ay up, where the 
road mde a sharp turn, a break in the side next to the creek 
opened a rough way do¥1n to the wa.ter.14 

The canyons deepened and the whole region was be-
wildering, but still we stl"llggled on ••• the soft yellow 
bluffs of bone dry earth reached down to the dry beds of 
one-time streams ••• a little opening, ridged in on either 
side by high, brown bluff's.16 

Peace reigned this morning on the upper reaches of the 
highlands and on the ri var valley that nestled snug~ be-
tween long ranges of high, rock-rimmed hills.16 

At the end of am ther mile the plain dipped sharply 
and two low ravines loomed a.head, beyond which lay a. long 
line of bluffs and ridges.17 · 

·Numerous passages suggest 'that not all or the state is 

ma.de up of ro ft gentle contot1rs or wide, sweeping vistas of level 

land. Note, for example, the followir:g from the pen of Or~den: 

Toward the south the land began to rise in the 
swells that became broken country near the river, bu.t it 
was considerable distame to the· first rise big enough 
to hide a horse.ls 

12. Lynn. The Land of Promise, PP• 18-19. 
13. :L!cCarter";wlmiing the Wilderness. p. 40. 
14. Ibid., p. I78.. -
15~ McOarter, Vanguards of the Plqins, pp. 341-342. 
16. Hinkle, Tawny• p. 14. · 
17. Hinkle, Black storm, p. 85. 
18. Ogden, Short Grass, PP• 239-240. 
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One sometimes reads of canyons and gu.lehe s •· esp ac ial ly in 

the novels of Dr. Hinkle.. In the wild country which he describes 

in the following passages, his animal heroes find a home and ref'uge 

from pursuers, 

This lJ)rge with its high tro,wning cliff's,. treaeherotts 
slimy rooks, dangerous, percipitous clay banks that in places 
dropped sheer one hundred feet• and fell away from the tall 
grasses above, where there was no we.ming,. unless one knew 
the place---this Cutter Gorge was treacherous. At the foot 
of these yawning spaces la.y Jagged rocks along the m3rgin of 
the ever restless stream coursing along the bottom. 1 

Somewhere in the Cutter Gorge, with its· east side of 
high, frowning cliffs, trea.eherou.s clay banks., and dangerot1s 
steeps covered with jumbles or slimy rocks. 20 

Pocket Gulch ••• the high preeipitou.s wall that blocked 
him. completely. A thin stream of water was po11ring down over 
the c.liff • making a l0\9 roaring s>und as it fell into a. 
shallow pool below.21 

One author describes caves in her novels: 

A dazzling glare, token of the passing of the s\orm' s 
fireworks. outlined an irregular opening in the wall before 
them. revealing at the same time ·a large room beyond the 
wall ••• Presently another blaze lit up the night outside, 
show~ a ca.vem-like space thirty feet in dimensions, with 
a rock roof above their heads, a.rd a low doorw? through 
which the light :f"rom the 011tside bad come in.2 

The Hermit's Cave was merely a deep recess under the 
over-hanging shelf. It penetrated. far enough to offer a 
retreat from. the weather. 23 . 

The way mrrowed.. Then it slipped into a crack in the 
wall side of the re.vine. :Blacker and rougher and downward 
now. Wet, slipper3, cold and downward still ••• The air was 
heavy and damp. · The atoms were cold and wet, but not 
slimy. • • he was in a. cavern of rook• walls, roof• and 
sides, a tiny chamber tu.eked _ so.ugly under the creek bed with 
the water trickling a.long overhead •. 24 . 

19.-_ Tawny, pp.· 24-25. 
20,. Ibid.• P• 42. 
21.· Black Stonn, P• 91. . 
22. Mccarter, A Master' a Degree, p. 88. 
23. :Mccarter, The Price of the Prairie, p. 128. 
24. Mccarter, AWall o-r ien7Pp. 355-556. _. ............. .._..._ 
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Pawnee Rook is described with considerable vigor and clarity 

in the Kansas novel: 

At dawn we lad sighted a P3ak against the western hori-
zon. We were approaching it now---a single low bu.tte, its 
tront a sheer stone bluff' fa.cixg southward. Towe.rd the 
river. it lifted its head high above the silent plains; and to 
the north it stretched ~ a long gentle slope be.ck to a lateral 
rim along the la.Ddsoape. 5

!he camp-fires that night burned at the base of a huge 
rock cliff who ee perpendicu.lar f'aoe stood out boldly above 
the river tha.t wound a.mum the edges.. On the opposite aide 
it sloped steeply down into the pl.a.in. A strange stone out-
crop it was 1n this open prairie, destined to stand out 
through many coming years as a landmark and point of historic 
fame. Christened later from the flerae fight of the wild 
Penis. it gained the name it was destined to keei for all 
future time, the well-known name of Pawnee Rook. 6 

Behind it· looming up from the floor of the prairies 
was Pawnee Rock. a great stone 011tcrop tor u:hose abrupt 
upheaval some old volcano must have stoked its fires in the 
fbrgotten aeons of time. Sloping gently on one side from a 
faint swell. dim outline of a. prehistoric river bank, it 
breaks en the other in a sheer stone cliff,. isola.ted and 
majestic. Like the sphinx of the desert it sits, looking 
out across tbe level plains .21 

Pawnee Rook lay there before us. • .The big rock was 
not perpendicular, even 1n the steepest places. There were 
crannies for footholds, and knobby projections to hold by, 
so if one kept a steady head it was possible to climb almost 
to the very top of the cliff. 28 

•• lthe memorable pile of stoffis where in all the 
plains ru._rrounding 1t a child coJ'iHfrr.M a pebble to put 1n
his aling.29 . 

• • • that gmnd old monument of rock, which, as a 
sentinel, guarded the vast plains where the· Indian ha.d 
manoevered to hold the whites at bay.30 

25. 1.tcCa.rter, Vanguards of the Plains, pp. 70-71. 
26. McCnrter, In Old Quivera;-p. 79. 
27. Mo Ca.rt er• The Comer stone• p. 9. 
28. Apli~ton,PTlgrims of the Plains, pp. 224-225. 
29. Vale, :Between Two Fires-;-1). 33. 
30. Ibid., p. 49. -
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Sand and sand dunes are described by sevem.l Kansas ,uthors:· 

!"here was nothing but a hot yellow plain, wrinkled here 
and there in great barren folds, with wave and crest.and follow 
of wind-sifted sand crawling endlessly back and forth along 
the face of the landscape.31 . 

• • • the sand-hills, a distaroe of al.most a hundred miles 
to the north. These rena.rks.ble moums or sand, in width from 
five ·to fifteen miles, border the Arkansas River on its south 
bank. They separate the river from the table-lands lying 
farther to the south. 32 

':ehe level land about Fort Dodge showed vividly green 
against the yellow sand-hills across the ~iver. 33 

• • • and farther off the brown indefinite shadowings 
of' half-tamed sand dunes.34 

In those days, north of the Repub lica.n River, there 
were numerous low sand dunes stretch!~ a.cross the wide valley. 35 

One thinks of canyons and sand dunes in connection with 
. '

rivers. A few references at this point will give the reader an idea of 

the manner in which the Kansas novella ta describe rivers and smaller 

streams of the state. 

The, Arkansas River is pema.ps mpre frequently mentioned than 

any other river. The following excerpts will show the writers' des-

criptions of' this stream: 

The great Arkansas River is in sight. it is a wide, 
wide stream, with little islands covered with a young growth 
of cottonwood trees dottillS its sa.rf'ace. Across the river 
a.re hills of yellow sand, roJ.ling ba.ck like waves of gold. 
On this side of the river :th& banks are low and marshy. . 
Shallow pools and la.keJ.ets gleam blue between the tall rushes. 36 

31. Mccarter, The Reclaimers, PP• 73-74. 
32. Emerson, Bu.ell Hempton, p. 310. 
33. ltoCa.rter, Vanguards of 1he Plains, PP• 358-259. 
34. :McCa.rter, Winning thew'Tiderness, Foreword, no page number given. 
35. Hinkle, Ta?N, p. "f7S':' 
36. Aplington,. Pilgrims~~ Plains, pp. 218-219. 



The Arkansas runs bottomside up a.cross the Plains. Its 
wa.ters are ma.inly under it s bed, and it seems to wander s.im...; 
lessly among the flat, lonely sand-bars, trying helplessly to 
get right again. 37 · . · 

At last. we ca.me to 1he Arkansas River--flat-banked~ 
sand-bottomed. wide, wandering im.possi ble thing-whose shallow 
waters followed aimlessly the line of iea.st resistance back 
and forth across its bed. Rivers had meant something to me ••• 
But here was a river which could neither fetch nor carry. 
B'obody lived near it. and it had no dee!? waters ••• I felt 
exposed on .its blank. treele as borders. ~8 . 

They pitched suddenly over the brow or a long swell, 
beginning a quick descent into what appeared to be a broad 
val~ey. A· river eerpentined,~:through it,, the course mrked •• -o

by the dark border of trees at its.b~nk. The Arkansas, 
Dunham kn.8!91 t to be, river of erratic flood-waters and engulf-
ing sands. 

Here the Arkansas River came down from its mountain be-
ginnings as clear in the m.mmer days as the .so.nlight that 
struck through it, revealing the ripples or its shallow bars. 
Flat upon the landscape it seemed to lie, a.s it seems yet to 
lie, as it wi 11 appear to the stranger who ·sees it for the 
first time as long as the snows sipply its fountains a.nd the 
willows bend beside it where old t1'3.ils of forgotten buffalo 
trace the saa· gray slopes. 40 

••• the sprawling Arkansas River ••• at a point where · 
the Santa Fe trail or ear 1 ier da.v s eros sad tm t stream of 4 deceptive shallows and wide-spreading bars of silt-white sand. 1 

••• the. freakish, and at tinss. treachero11s Arkansas 
River. 42 · 

Mrs. Mccarter often describes the Neosho River,, as 

illustrated a. t this point: 

The lieosho became bank-full; then it spread out over 
the bottom lands, flood!~ the wooded valley• creeping up and 

37. Mccarter, The Price of the Prairie, pp,. 358-35911 
38. Mccarter, ilaiigu.ards of the Plains, pp. 69-70. 
39. Ogden. Short Grass , p. 00.
40. Ogden. West of Dodge, pp. 1-2. 
41. Ogden. The oovi' Jerry, p. l.. · 
42. Vale, Betweei?Two Fires, p. 15. 
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up towards the bluffs. It raced in a torrent now, and the
song of its rippling' over stony ways was changed to the roar 
of many water$.,. rushing hsadlo~ down the valley. -• .Every 
draw was brimming over, a.nd the smaller streams became 
rivers. All these streams f'cnnd their way to the ~eosho 
and gave it impetll.s to destroy-which it did,, tea.ring ou.t 
great oaks and sending th.em swirling and plunging in its 
swiftest currents. It found the sort. uncertain pl.aces 
Utdernea.th its burden of waters s.ni w1th its millions of un-
seen hands it digged and scooped and shaped the thing anew. 
When at last the waters were all gom down toward the sea 
and our own bea.utifhl rl var was itself again, sin-sing its 
happy song on sunny sands and in purple sha.dows, the valley 
con.tour was _much changed. 43 

The Neosho is a picture here with still expanses that 
mirror the trees along its banks, and stony shallows where 
the water. even in midsummer, prattles merrily in the sun-
shine~ as it hurries tONard. the deep stillnesses.44 

Other rivers as the Smoky Hill, the Kaw, and the Solomon 

are sometimes mentioned as illu.stra.ted in th'3 passages given below: 

• • • the floods of the Smoky Rill,. unchecked through 
the aid of vegetation and cul ti vat ion, raged in sp ringtime.45 

••• the open plain by the lazy, slow-crawling Smoky 
Hill River. 40 · 

The waters of the Smoky Hill flowed yellow, flecked with 
foam, beside our camp. 47 · · 

At last they csne out on a. hilltop where a great fall of 
land led down to a va.lley--to two meeting valleys. One was 
wide and smooth, snd the stream to which it be~onged was
far away hidden in a. curving band of trees. The other was 
narrower, with steeper sides. and in it a broad stream, almost 
a. river, _showed a, warm surf'a.ce between the trees. At the 
edge of' it, where the great hill dmpped town to the meeting 
of the valleys, lay the tom. (Ls.wrence). 8 

43. The Price of the Prairie. pp. 77-78. 
44. Ibid., p. 1'61:-- , 
45. Cooper, The La.st Frontier• p. 23. 
46. McCarter7°ThaPriee of the Prairie, p. 25. 
47. :Mccarter, 'Vano~a.rds o?tni' !Sia.Ins, p. 300. 
48. Linn, The· Land of Promii'e; P• 75. · ---



A very vivid description of the Kaw River dttring a nood 

season is g1 ven by Dr_. -Hinkle, in his book, Black storm: 

Then in the distance came another sound from the no:frth. 
A sound heard by every man, one tha. t ca.st a strange feelipg 
of apprehension over them--the ever-increasing, -ever-threat-
ening roar of the river at the flood. It came now as a. dull, 
steady, booming sound, incessant, with now and then a. lou.der ' 
roar as the flood waters battled with themselves ••• the Ka.! 
River, now bank tull, sweeping all to destruction ~afore it. 9 

The roar of the river now a mile wide, sounded sullen 
a.nd sinister in the night. The dark river was sweeping by, 
roaring and tossing giant, up-rooted cottonwood trees on the 
face of the water. Great areas of driftwood rode down to 
be swi itly pu.shed asunder by the waters boiling up beneath. 
• • .Another sound farther down. • • a great sp la.sh followed 
by a roar as the waters cut in under a high bank, hurling 
tons of earth and gravel into the seething flood • .50 . 

Smaller ttreams, mch as the Wakarusa., the Cimarron, and 

. jlhe Arickaree a.re mentioned in several passages: 

••• the banks of the mlf-dry Aricka.ree, where. across 
the trickling concourse of ttie stream, a small island reared 
itself, with its shelter or cottomoods and osiers.51 

This gatmring place ••• wa.s at a certain crossing of 
the Cimarron Rber, which -f'io!'e~ toward the ea.st for a. natter 
of fifty miles so nearly_ on the line that Texas cattlemen 
used it as -a marker to know when they were out of the Indian 
country._~2 

Hughes said the Cimarron was. treacherot1s, like all those 
Western Kansas rivers, full ot quicksands in which cattle would 
mire down, ca.using endless trouble and delay to pull them out. 53 

The trail here led us up the Arioka.ree fork, a shallow 
stream at this season of the year fu.11 of sand-bars and gra-
velly shoals. Here the waters lost themselves for many feet 
in the underflow so common in this land of aimless, uncertain 
waterways. 

49 •. Pp. 46-47. 
50. Pp. 49-50. -
51. Cooper, The Last Frontier, p. 246. 
52. Ogden, shoitcirass, p. 130. 
53. Ibid., p. 110. 
54. McCa.rter, The Price of the Prairie, p. 257. - --
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Other streams, some unnarood, some called by fictitious 

mmes. are described in the Ksnsas novels. A few quotations_ will serve 

to ~ive an idea or these descriptions, which• even though they do not 
' . 

deal with any real river, yet give the reader an idea of the behav-

ior of' the Kansas river in general: 

••• the Manaroya, a. beau.tifu.l stream. that bad its 
rise in Horton's Grove. The cool ref'rtshing waters of 
this rapid• pebble-bottoned brook-, were, indeed, a welcome 
sight ••• the restless, ri.ppliAg waters in their flight 
from the gashing springs in the lichened woods above. on 
and on. even to the boundless ocean.56 , 

Goose Creek at this point was a mrrow stream, but . 
deep and swift with its ever mw.dy and turbulent wa.ters.56 

Below them a little creek wound through ~ shelving 
ou.tcrop -or shale, bordered by soft steep, earth 'banks wherever 
the shale disappeared. Thtis Kingn.ssi e Creek was somet 1mes 
a swift, dangerous stream;. bu.t oftener it was a mere runlet 
with deep water-holes-carved here and there in'the yielding 

' shale. Just how at the approach of July heat. there was 
only a>:tiny thread or water trickling clear over yellow 

·rock, or deep pools lying in muddy thickness in the stagnant
places.57

lt ·was an ugly little strean, with mu.ch mire end soma 
quicksand to be a. voided; -w ith deep earth canyons and

· sliding avalanches of dirt on .steep slopes, and now and then 
a stone outcrop Jagged end dif'f'icu.lt •• , • It was called 
Little Vlolf' because it was narrower than the willow-fringed 
stream into which it emptied. But Big Wolf Creek could rare-
ly boast of half' the volume of water tha.t the sluggish little 
tributary held~ Big Wolf was shallow. with more shale and 
sand along its bad. Little Wolf was narrow and deceivingly 
deep in places.58 

••• a.nd then at la.st he saw not far beyond a. wide, 
shallow stream with a srm.11 fringe of willows along its margins 

55. Ema rson. :Su.ell Hampton, pp. 72-73. 
56. Hinkle. Black storm, pp. 100-101. 
57. Mccarter. '!fie llecia.iners • PP• a:>7-208. 
58. :Mccarter. Winning the Wilderness. PP• 175-177. ----~ 



ani with many deep:cn.t cattle trails leading down its high 
sandy bank to the shining water. • • the sandy mrgin of 
the clear. shallow river ••• !.mny long sand bars stretched 
out in the we.tor, far up and down the .rlver. and here and
there, ••• he cs.me 1n swift little shallows. 59 . 

The straigest natural phenomen in Kansas is the pool in the 

central part of the state called Waoond.a.. Mrs. Mccarter, in her book• 

The Peace of' the SOlomon Val lay,. describes this freak ot natn.re at - - _______ ....,._
some length: 

. \\'ba.t we went ou.t for to see was a wonderful. welling up 
of' sa.lt water just like the clear green waves off Long Island .. 
A huge mound of earth thirty feet hi~h and a hunired across 
forms the cup which the water fi lla to the brim. The 
depth of' this pool is only ga.essed at. so here it lies. 
by long secret u.m.erground ways reaching out to the sea. or 
some salt spot a thousand miles away. Aeons &.."ld aeons ago 
the sea. waves swept over Kansa.s ••• And then ca.me its up-
heavals and down-settlings ••• Anyhow this precious, clear. 
green pool of salty water was forg·otten; and year on year, 
century on century, rising and fa.llinE~ like the tides ot · 
the ocean, it dimpled under the summer winds and smiled back 
at- the skies above it. Like the pioneers of this Solomon Valley 
it defied the drou.th to bu.rn it out. or the winter blizzards 
to lock it up with ice. And the Ind:ians came and ca.lled it 
\Vaoe.Qnde.---Spirit Water---and worshipped ever whl.t they cot1ld 
not understand. 60 ·· · 

••• tmt this bit .of the sea. left here for so many 
centuries had so loved this place, so rested in the peace 
and beau.ty ·of. the val•ley, sunklssed, and mist-swatheo., with 
the tenderness of the springtime, the glory of midsu.mmer, 
the splendor of au.twnn, that it chose to stay here ••• 
The clear green water dimpled in silver sparkles under 
the glorious moon. 61 

A few authors write of springs, as the following 

passages wi.11 illustrate: 

59. Hinkle, :Black storm, pp. 131-132. 
60. Pp. 39-40. 
61. P•. 91. 
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It _was. mud; and. they followed it back up the draw 
until they ca.me· to water~ lying 1n little seepy places ••• 
"Another spring," announced Mr. Gard.62· 

••• the little ~r.ing shelved in by shale at the 
lower edge o:f" the sb:tle.63 

In the center was a. small basin of water, clear as 
crystal, fed by a. little tpring that gu.shed ou.t of a 
mound to trickle down over a gravelly bed, until it reached 
the small poo1.64 

••• a. bog ma.de by seeping springs in the hillside~ 65 

. Minerals su.ch a.s coal, oil, gas• lead, and zin,·, are 

mentioned ome or twice. A few illustrations will serve here: 

68 

He had a. vague vis ion tha. t he was discovering coal f'or 
the common good. So when Da.niel Sands put his mind to bear 
upon the worm of coal that came wriggling up from the 
drilled hole on Janey's lot,, the worm crawled away from Jamey. 65 

In another passage in the same novel. the au.thor describes 

the interior or s. coal mine and a fire which occu.rred there. 65 

HaldemS:n-Julius also writes of a coal mine: 

She understood the· general routine of mining. and 
ha.d been daily picturing him going down in the ca§e to the 
bottom, travelling through a lorg entry until he was under 
his home fa.rm and located in one of the low. three-foot rooms 
where a Kansas miner must stoop all day .67 

William Allen White mentions minerals in several other 

places in his novel: 

in the early adolescence of the town came coal and 
ga.s and o 11. 68 

62. lqnn, The Is.nd of Promise~ pp. 53-54. 
63. Mccarter, 'ia'ii:oouards of the Pla.ins 1 pp. 296-297., 
64. Hinkle,. ~, pp. 94-95. 
65. White. In the Heart o,f a Fool, p. 47. 
66. Ibid., pp. 164-165. - -
67 •. Dust, p. 196. 
68. P .. 63. 



New wells in new districts had coiro gu.shin.go gas and oil 
into Harvey in great geysers.69 

••• coal and oil and gas a.nd lead and sinc.70 

Mrs. McCa.rter also mentions minerals: 

••• the dust of the minei• the black oil derricks and the 
huge reservoirs of natural gas. 71 

••• tb:Jre's oil, millions of oil, down those old 
coa.l-shafts.72 

69 

Various kind of mcks and rock products a.re mentioned in the 

Kansas noveb 

••• he gathered together a st.ore of pink boulders about 
a block of limestone tl:e. t lay ·on the highest point. Slowly 
and patiently he built upon this base a rude stone cross, 
its yellow-gray form contrasting in color with the heaps ot 
round pink stones piled about it. 75 

Lumber was bl.rd to obtain but a neighboring hillside 
had tu.rni shed stone, and Ellen md been surprised to :ngi 
walls of the soft, brownish-yellow of 1he native stone. 

• • • one of the huge granite mott.nds. '15 

Two decades in Kansas saw hundreds of su.ch cs.bins on the 
plains. The walls of this one were ma.rly two feet thick and 
snoothly plastered inside with a gypsum product, giving an 

·1vory-yello finish, snooth and hard as bona.76 

One could continue for a lorg space quoting passages abollt 

the landscape and format ions of Kansas. But since it is the. aim of 

this thesis, not to discuss points dealt with only trivally by the Kansas 

writers, but simply to give an idea. of the most important points des-

cribed and discussed, the chapter will end here. 

69. P. 155. 
70. P. 69. 
71. The Price of the Prairie, P• 48'1. 
72. The Cotton-;;"oFs Story, P• 94. 
73. icCa.rter, in Old Q;uivera., pp. 113-114. 
74. Iqnn, Freesoll, p. 43. 
?5. Cretcher, Tiie""'Kansan, p. mo. 
76. McCa.rte~, 'ilnning .!!!! Wilderness, p. 25. 



CHA.l?TER VII 

CONCLUSION' 

?O 

From the disc:,ussion found 1n the preceding chapters. it 

should be clear that the Kansas novelist has, on the whole, made 

considerable use of nature as seen in the state. He has pointed out 

with del.igb.t the animals commonly round in the state. He has dwelt 

upon the beauties ot the sunflower, the goldenrod,- and all the various 

kinds of trees, shrubs, :flowers, and plants., He has shown the terror 

of the tornado, as well as the beauties or the Kansas sunset. He has 

pointed out how spring is espec-ially a season or hope in an agricul-

tural state such as this one is; how the Kansas summer is a season of 

tormenting heat, but also one or pleasurable ua.wns and evenings; how 

the tall is a time of pure enjoyment, and the winter one of either 

,cold and wretchedness 1 or beauty. And finally, he has made clear how 

because Kansas is a rural state~ with people more directly in con tact 

with nature than those in urbat1: communities, they are better able to 

appreciate its beauties. 

One other fact about the place of nature in the life of 

the state emerges in the page.s of the p.ovelist; namely. that the-

characters of the people are directly affected by the natural forces 

about them. Nature is seen as a live force; and in the Kansas novel, 

as in the Wessex novels of Hardy, nature -may be said at times to. be 

-"one of the characters"-. Such a state of affairs is hinted at in 



the :following passage from Margaret Hill McCarter,_ which may be used 

fittingly to bring this study to a close: 

But the wilderness has a siren's power over the 
Anglo-Saxon always. The strange savage land was spj.endid 
even in its silent level sweep or distance ••• Here were 
miles on miles of" landscapa opening wide to more stretches or leagues and leagues of far boundless plains. and allot 
it was weird. unconquerable. and very beautiful. The earth 
was spread with a carpet ~f gold splashed with bronze and
scarlet· and purple, with here and there a shinmler of green 
showing through the yellow, or streaking the shallow water-
ways. Far and wide there was not a tree to give the eye 
a point or attl\chment; neither orchard nor forest nor 
lonely sentinel to show that Nature had ever cherished the 
land for the white man's home and joy. The buffalo had 
paid little heed to our brave c,,mpanymarching out ••• 
The gray wolf skulked along in the shadows of the draws 
behind us and at night the coyotes barked harshly at 
the invading band. But there was no mark of civilized 
habitation, no friendly hint thar aught but the unknown 
and unconquerable lay before us. 

l. Mccarter, 1.!!!. Price ~~Prairie, pp. 254-255. 
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